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Abstract
In recent years, efforts have been made to deploy communication capabilities in vehi-
cles and the transport infrastructure, leading to a potential of vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs). In the envisioned VANET, communications among vehicles will enhance the
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and support not only public-safety applications,
but also a wide range of infotainment applications. Urban roads and highways are highly
susceptible to a large number of vehicles and traffic jams. Therefore, the networking proto-
cols for VANETs should be scalable to support such large sized networks. Node clustering
(i.e., organizing the network into smaller groups of nodes) is a potential approach to im-
prove the scalability of networking protocols for VANETs. However, high relative vehicle
mobility and frequent network topology changes inflict new challenges on maintaining sta-
ble clusters.
The communication links between network nodes play an essential role in determining
the VANET topology. This thesis presents a stochastic microscopic vehicle mobility model
to capture the time variations of the distance between two consecutive vehicles on a high-
way. The proposed mobility model is used to characterize the length and the duration of
a communication link connecting two nodes in the network for different vehicular traffic
flow conditions. Vehicle trajectory data from real and simulated highways are used for
performance evaluation.
In a highly dynamic VANET, vehicles join and leave clusters along their travel route,
resulting in changes in cluster structure. This thesis investigates the impact of vehicle
mobility on node cluster stability. A lumped stochastic model is proposed to describe the
temporal variations of a system of intervehicle distances, where each intervehicle distance is
represented by the proposed microscopic mobility model. Two metrics are used to measure
cluster stability: the time period of invariant cluster-overlap state between two neighbor-
ing clusters as a measure of external cluster stability, and the time period of invariant
cluster-membership as a measure of internal cluster stability. Using the proposed lumped
stochastic model, the two cluster stability metrics are probabilistically characterized for
different vehicular traffic flow conditions. Additionally, the limiting behavior of a system of
two neighboring clusters is modeled, and the steady-state number of common/unclustered
nodes between two clusters is approximately derived. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first mathematical characterization of node cluster stability which takes account of
the effect of microscopic vehicle mobility.
In addition to the impact of vehicle mobility on node cluster stability, the notion of
cluster stability is also related to the network protocol requirements. This thesis explores
iii
the effect of cluster characteristics (cluster size and cluster-overlap) on minimizing the
generic routing overhead. Furthermore, using the derived cluster stability metrics, the
impact of cluster instability on intra- and inter- cluster routing overhead is investigated.
The proposed vehicle mobility model is a useful tool for mathematically analyzing the
impact of mobility and node density on the performance of network protocols in VANETs.
The node cluster stability analysis and the proposed the external and internal cluster
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1.1 Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)
Newly manufactured vehicles are no longer the simple mechanical devices that we once
knew. Each vehicle is a smart body of various sensors that can measure different attributes.
Recently, efforts have been made to deploy communication capabilities in vehicles and the
transport infrastructure, leading to a potential of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs).
In 1999, the United States Federal Communications Commission (FCC) allocated 75 MHz
of radio spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band to be used for Dedicated Short Range Commu-
nication (DSRC) by intelligent transportation systems (ITS). The DSRC spectrum has
seven 10MHz channels, one control channel (CCH) and six service channels (SCHs). In
2008, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) allocated 30 MHz of
spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band for ITS. In 2014, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) announced that it had been working with the U.S. department
of transportation on regulations that would eventually mandate vehicular communication
capabilities in new light vehicles by 2017 [2]. An envisioned VANET will consist of i)
vehicles with on-board sensing and transmitting units which form the network nodes; ii)
stationary road side units (RSUs) deployed on the sides of roads and connected to the
Internet; and iii) a set of wireless channels from the DSRC spectrum. An illustration of a
VANET infrastructure is shown in Figure 1.1.
The embedded wireless communication capabilities will enable both vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I1) communications. Many new ITS applications






Figure 1.1: An illustration of VANET infrastructure
will emerge with the support of V2V and V2I communications. ITS applications include
on-road safety and infotainment applications. Examples of safety applications include
emergency warning, lane changing assistance, and intersection coordination. On the other
hand, infotainment applications can provide i) drivers with information about weather,
maps, and directions to nearby petrol stations/restaurants, and ii) passengers with Internet
access that includes web-surfing and multimedia applications [3].
The implementation of VANET applications is dependent on the development of net-
working protocols that can guarantee reliable and efficient V2V and V2I communications.
VANETs are susceptible to a large number of nodes, traffic2 jams, and traffic density
variations from time-to-time and from point-to-point on the same roads. Therefore, the
networking protocols for VANETs should be scalable to support such large sized networks.
VANETs have specific characteristics that impose new challenges to the network devel-
opment and operation when compared with traditional mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs).
Unlike traditional networks, where nodes are either static or move independently with low
speeds, nodes in VANETs move with very high speeds, causing network fragmentations
and rapid changes in the network topology. Additionally, the movement of vehicular nodes
is dependent on driver behaviors and the interaction with neighboring vehicles.
2The term traffic refers to vehicle traffic in this thesis.
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1.2 Node clustering in VANETs
Node clustering is a network management strategy in which nearby nodes are grouped into
a set called cluster. In each cluster, a node is elected to manage the cluster. This node
is called cluster head (CH). The remaining nodes are called cluster members (CMs), each
belonging to one or multiple clusters. A communication between a pair of nodes in the same
cluster is referred to as intracluster communication, whereas an intercluster communication
takes place between nodes in different clusters. The CH may elect some of its CMs as
gateway nodes that facilitate the intercluster communications among neighbouring clusters.
Therefore, node clustering is a process that transforms a flat network infrastructure into
a two-tier infrastructure. The first tier consists of CHs and gateways, whereas the second
tier is composed of the CMs.
When the number of nodes increases in a network, the performance of flat-network
protocols starts degrading [4, 5]. Node clustering has been shown to be an effective strategy
to improve scalability in traditional ad hoc networks [6, 7]. For medium access control
(MAC) protocols, the CH can act as a central coordinator that manages the access of its
CMs to the wireless channel(s) [7]. For routing protocols, CHs can be made responsible
for the discovery and maintenance of routing paths, thus limiting the number of control-
message overhead in these processes [6].
There are different ways to cluster network nodes. Different clustering algorithms in
the literature have different rules that govern the CH/gateway election, the membership to
a cluster, and the type of inter-/intra- cluster communications. However, regardless of the
algorithm-specific clustering rules, the formed clusters may share some characteristics. An
important characteristic of node clusters is the cluster size. The size of a cluster is usually
defined by its coverage area. The area is represented by a radius from the reference node
(i.e., the CH). The radius covers either a single hop [8] or multiple hops [9, 10]. As a result,
the size of the cluster is directly related to the transmission range. A larger cluster size
produces a smaller number of clusters, with a larger number of nodes to manage within
each cluster. The overlapping state between neighboring clusters is another important
characteristic. The overlapping state determines the type of intercluster communication
between neighboring clusters. In the literature, the overlapping between neighboring clus-
ter takes one of three states: complete disjoint, partial overlap, or complete overlap. In
the complete disjoint state, no node belongs to more than one cluster [11]. In this case,
gateway nodes should be elected in each cluster and the intercluster communications is
done via gateway-to-gateway communications as shown in Figure 1.2(a). In the partial
overlap state, neighboring clusters share common gateway nodes [12–15]. In this case,





Figure 1.2: Cluster-overlap states: (a) disjoint, (b) partial overlap, (c) complete
overlap.
overlap state, the neighboring two CHs are within the communication range of each other
and communicate directly.
In general, a non-overlapping clustered structure produces a relatively small number
of clusters and reduces the design complexity of the network protocols that run on the
clusters. For example, two clusters may utilize the same channel resources at the same
time if they are non neighboring clusters [16] [17]. On the other hand, a highly overlapping
clustered structure may cause complexity in the channel assignment, lead to a broadcast
storm, and form long hierarchical routes. Additional channel resources ought to be used
to prevent intercluster interference due to cluster overlapping. For example, assigning
different time frames for neighboring clusters [18] and assigning different transmission codes
to CMs located in a possibly overlapping region [19]. In developing a clustering algorithm,
the choice of cluster characteristics, such as the cluster size and the overlapping state
between clusters, should comply with the requirements of network protocols. The choice
of the cluster characteristics should balance the cost-efficiency trade-off for the supported
network protocols.
Despite the potential benefits of node clustering, the formation and maintenance of
clusters require explicit exchange of cluster-control messages [16]. In order to form clusters,
nodes must exchange some local information (e.g., node location or ID). This is done in
the form of cluster-control messages. For example, one of the basic clustering techniques is
to choose the CH with the lowest ID among its neighbors [16]. To form lowest ID clusters,
neighboring nodes must exchange their ID information. Therefore, a portion of the network
radio resources is used for cluster formation. Node clustering groups nearby nodes into
clusters; hence the proximity of CMs to the CH is very important in maintaining the
cluster structure. Changes in the relative position of CMs can alter the cluster structure.
To track cluster changes, a CH should always announce its existence to its CMs, and each
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Figure 1.3: Clustering cost.
The node status update information can be utilized to perform local updates on the
cluster structure, such as joining a new cluster and/or re-electing new CHs or gateways.
This signaling along with the node status update messaging use a portion of the network
radio resources, i.e., the cluster maintenance cost. In some cases, the cluster changes
cannot be resolved locally; hence a re-clustering is triggered (i.e., a new cluster formation).
Frequent re-clustering consumes the network radio resources and causes service disruption
for the cluster-based network protocols. Figure 1.3 shows a flow chart of the clustering
cost, where a formation cost is paid whenever re-clustering is triggered. As the number
of cluster-control messages increases, the network bandwidth drains, leaving insufficient
available resources for implementing upper layer applications [16]. Therefore, there exists
a cost-efficiency trade-off for implementing node clustering for network protocols.
Considering the susceptibility of VANETs to a large number of nodes, traffic jams, and
variable traffic density, the network protocols should be scalable. Node clustering, just as in
traditional ad hoc networks, is a potential approach to improve the scalability of networking
protocols such as for routing and medium access control in VANETs [11–13, 15, 18, 20–
36]. Nevertheless, forming and maintaining the clusters in VANETs is not an easy task.
In VANETs, vehicles move with high and variable speeds causing frequent changes in the
network topology, which can significantly increase the cluster maintenance cost. As a
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result, cluster stability is a crucial measure of the efficiency of clustering algorithms for
VANETs.
1.3 Node cluster stability
Cluster stability is a major issue in node clustering for VANETs. Traditional clustering
algorithms have a high maintenance cost in dynamic networks [23]. This calls for new
clustering approaches that produce long lasting clusters in a highly mobile network. The
research on clustering in VANETs [11–13, 15, 20–23] has tackled stability in the formation
and/or the maintenance stages of clustering. Existing clustering algorithms for VANETs
that tackle stability in the cluster formation stage utilize mobility information mainly in
the CH election. The basic idea is to increase the lifetime of the cluster by choosing the CH
that is more likely to have a long time connection to most of the CMs [11–15, 18, 22, 23].
Given a set of clusters, regardless of the clustering algorithm, node mobility can change
the originally formed clusters. Strategies that enhance cluster stability at the maintenance
stage are mainly a set of event-driven rules that aim to prevent or postpone triggering
re-clustering [12, 15, 23].
In a highly dynamic VANET, vehicles join and leave clusters along their travel route,
resulting in changes in cluster structure. The temporal changes in cluster structure are
either internal or external [37]. An internal change in the cluster structure is concerned
with a change inside the cluster such as when vehicles join or leave the cluster, resulting in a
change in cluster-membership. Frequent changes in the internal cluster structure consume
network radio resources and cause service disruption for the cluster-based network protocols
(e.g., in intracluster resource allocation, route discovery, and message delivery). Therefore,
analyzing the impact of vehicle mobility on the rate at which nodes enter and leave a
cluster is an important measure of internal cluster stability. This metric has been adopted
by researchers to evaluate the performance of their proposed clustering algorithms through
simulations [15, 23, 38]. A higher rate of cluster-membership changes indicates a smaller
time period of invariant cluster-membership and, therefore, lower internal cluster stability.
On the other hand, an external change in the cluster structure is concerned with the
relationship of a cluster with other clusters in a network. One metric that evaluates the
external relationship of a cluster is its overlapping ranges with neighboring clusters. The
time variations of the distance between two neighboring CHs, due to vehicle mobility, can
cause the coverage ranges of the clusters to overlap. As the overlapping range between two
clusters increases, the two clusters may merge into a single cluster [12, 15, 36]. Frequent
splitting and merging of clusters increase the control overhead and drain the radio resources
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[13, 22, 38]. Although researchers have favored forming a non-overlapping (or a reduced
overlapping) clustered structure [13] [22] [12] [19], encountering overlapping clusters dur-
ing the network runtime is inevitable, especially in a highly mobile network. Overlapping
clusters have received significant attention since the work by Palla et al. [39]. It is shown
that real networks are better characterized by well-defined statistics of overlapping and
nested clusters rather than disjoint clusters. Regardless of whether or not cluster over-
lapping is preferred, characterizing the overlapping state between neighboring clusters and
its changes over time becomes crucial in the presence of node mobility. A higher rate of
cluster-overlap state change indicates a shorter time period of unchanged cluster-overlap
state and, therefore, lower external cluster stability.
Despite the importance of cluster stability as a measure of clustering algorithm ef-
ficiency in VANETs, characterizing cluster stability has taken the form of simulations
[15, 23, 38] or case studies [40] in the literature.
1.4 Vehicle mobility
Vehicle mobility is a major component of the VANET structure. The impact of node
mobility on network topology dynamics and, consequently, on cluster stability and network
protocol performance should be considered. Despite its high speed and randomness, the
vehicle movement is restricted by road topology, speed limits, traffic rules, and movement
of nearby vehicles. Therefore, based on these metrics, vehicle movement follows certain
patterns [1]. Modeling vehicle traffic characteristics has attracted great attention from
researchers in transportation engineering for many years. From the various vehicle traffic
characteristics, the distance headway and its variations over time play an essential role
in changing the network topology. The distance headway (or the intervehicle distance)
is the distance between identical points on two consecutive vehicles on the same lane. In
general, vehicle mobility models in the literature can be categorized into three (microscopic,
mesoscopic, and macroscopic) types according to the detail level of the interactions among
vehicles that the model characterizes [1, 41, 42]. A macroscopic distance headway model
describes the average distance headway over a highway. The average distance headway
is equal to reciprocal of the vehicle density. The vehicle density (D) is defined as the
average number of vehicles per lane occupying a segment of the roadway [1]. The value
of the vehicle density defines the traffic flow condition, an important metric for modelling
vehicular traffic flow. Table 1.1 lists the traffic flow conditions corresponding to different
traffic density ranges.
Mesoscopic traffic flow models describe the traffic flow with more details than macro-
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scopic models. On a mesoscopic level, the behaviors of individual vehicles are characterized
independently [1, 43]. A mesoscopic mobility model describes the distance headways of
individual vehicles by independent and identically distributed random variables [1, 44].
That is, on a mesoscopice level, the traffic appears as a snap shot over the considered
road segment. Different mesoscopic models have been proposed for different traffic flow
conditions [1].
A microscopic model specifies time variations of a distance headway according to the
driver behaviors and interactions with neighboring vehicles [1, 41]. On a microscopic level,
the details of individual vehicle behaviors are modeled. The level of details include ve-
hicular behaviors resulting from interacting with nearby vehicles. These behaviors include
accelerating, decelerating, reacting to slowing leading vehicles, decisions on changing lanes,
overpassing vehicles, etc. There are mainly two types of microscopic traffic flow models:
the car following models and the cellular automata (CA) models. Car following models
basically revolve around one simple rule: keeping a safe distance ahead.
Despite the accuracy of modelling the following-behavior of vehicles, there are several
factors that limit the generality of car following models [45]. At a long distance headway,
the interaction between vehicles is very low. In this case, vehicle behavior is not affected
by the leading vehicle and will be in a free-driving mode which is not captured by a car-
following model. Even in a highly dense situation, when the distance headway is small, a
following vehicle may desire to move at a lower speed from the leading vehicle, and hence
will not be in the following mode [45]. While car-following models are continuous models,
CA-models are discrete. A CA-model describes a single lane road as a lattice of a number
of equal sized cells [46]. The model includes a set of event-driven rules that define how
a vehicle on road changes its speed and acceleration to traverse through cells (i.e., road
segments).
In order to characterize the stability of clusters, a model that captures the time varia-
tions of distance headways need to be considered. Deterministic microscopic models (e.g.
GM car following models [1]) do not reflect the realistic randomness in driver behavior.
The two main factors that affect changes of a distance headway over time, i.e., the driver
Table 1.1: Traffic flow state for different vehicle densities [1]
Density (veh/ml/lane) Traffic flow condition
0− 42 Uncongested flow conditions (low)
42− 67 Near-capacity flow conditions (intermediate)
67− 100 Congested flow conditions (high)
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behaviors and interactions with neighboring vehicles, are both random. Furthermore, the
correlation between a distance headway and its changes over a time period is not captured
in a mesoscopic model. Therefore, to accurately model the cluster stability, a microscopic
mobility model should be used. As pointed out earlier, microscopic mobility models in the
literature include a set of deterministic and/or probabilistic rules that define how a vehicle
on road changes its speed and/or acceleration in reaction to its neighboring vehicles’ be-
haviors [1]. As such a model depends on the behaviors of neighboring vehicles over time,
the analysis tends to take the form of case studies (e.g., [44]).
1.5 Cluster-based routing in VANETs
Routing is a process of selecting paths in a network along which data is transmitted between
network entities. When a source node wants to send data packets to a certain destination, a
routing protocol is responsible for establishing and maintaining a route between the source
and the destination. A route consists of a sequence of relay nodes from the source to the
destination. Routing protocols use some path selection algorithms such as shortest path
algorithms.
Generally, in a multi-hop wireless network, source messages are relayed by intermediate
nodes in order to reach the destination. To establish a path between network entities in
a multi-hop network, many routing protocols have been proposed in the literature [47]. A
routing protocol can be proactive (table-driven), reactive (on demand), or hybrid (a mix
of both) [48] and is implemented along with a Hello protocol. In a Hello protocol, each
node periodically broadcasts its local topology information (e.g., neighbor nodes list, link
state information, and/or mobility information) to its one hop neighbors.
In a proactive routing protocol, every node shares its local topology information with
every other node in the network. Therefore, each node maintains the topology map of the
whole network and builds a table of routes to every other node in the network. Sharing
topology information is periodic or is triggered when topology changes occur. On the other
hand, a reactive routing protocol is on-demand for data transmission. Routes between
nodes are found only when they are needed to forward packets. When a source node has
data to send, a route discovery process is initiated by broadcasting a route request (RREQ)
packet throughout the network until a route to a destination is found [49].
Due to the high vehicle speeds and the frequent network topology changes in VANETs,
finding and maintaining a long route are not easy tasks. Wireless links switch between con-
nection and disconnections because of the relative speed between the nodes, thus increasing
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the routing overhead associated with topology updates and route discovery processes. Ad-
ditionally, the large number of nodes in VANETs makes flooding control messages (RREQ
and topology update packets) consume a large portion of the radio bandwidth; hence scal-
ability is another issue to be considered when developing a reliable routing protocol for
VANETs.
One way of minimizing the routing overhead is to use a hierarchical infrastructure.
In a clustered network, CHs and gateways create a virtual backbone that can be made
responsible for the discovery and maintenance of routing paths, thus limiting the number
of control-message overhead in these processes. Additionally, if a link of an established
route breaks, a CH can take the responsibility of fixing the route locally within the cluster.
In a cluster-based routing protocol, different routing strategies can be used for intra-
and inter- cluster routing. For example, if a proactive routing strategy is used for intra-
cluster communication [24, 26, 27], each node in the cluster maintains a topology map of
the cluster. If a source node has data to send to a destination that is in the same cluster
as the source, the route information is readily available. On the other hand, if a reactive
strategy is used for intracluster routing [28], a source node floods an RREQ packet within
its cluster if the destination is within the cluster. Existing protocols in the literature differ
in the routing strategy used for intercluster communications. Some protocols use reactive
routing [24, 27], while in other protocols, CHs proactively share their cluster membership
information and hence the RREQ is flooded only among the series of clusters towards the
destination [28]. Cluster-based routing protocols proposed in the literature aim to min-
imize the routing overhead and scale to an increased node density, using various cluster
characteristics. For example, non-overlapping multi-hop clusters are considered in [24],
while single-hop possibly overlapping clusters are assumed in [27]. Cluster characteristics
have direct impact on the routing protocol performance.
Although node clustering is a potential solution for minimizing routing overhead, un-
stable clusters can increase the control signaling overhead associated with the discovery
and maintenance of routing paths. Due to vehicle mobility, a node may leave or enter a
cluster, triggering updates to the intracluster routes. Frequent changes in the internal clus-
ter structure increase the number of control messages required to establish and maintain
routes between cluster members, thus, increasing the intracluster routing overhead. On
the other hand, changes in the cluster-overlap state affect the routing overhead. A highly
overlapping clustered structure may increase the intracluster routing overhead, as common
nodes need to report to both clusters. Disjoint clusters may result in longer hierarchical
routes between CHs and a failure of route discovery processes [49]. Therefore, analyzing
the impact of cluster instability, due to vehicle mobility, on the routing overhead is crucial
for validating the effectiveness of clustering for routing in VANETs.
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1.6 Research objectives and thesis outline
Due to the lack of mathematical basis of node cluster stability in VANETs as discussed
in previous sections, this research is a step towards building a framework for node cluster
stability in VANETs and has the following objectives:
• to characterize the communication link in VANETs as a corner stone in determin-
ing the topology of VANET and its change over time, and to develop a stochastic
microscopic vehicle mobility model that can be utilized in analyzing the impact of
mobility and node density on network protocols in VANETs;
• to model node cluster stability in terms of the cluster’s internal relation with its CMs
and the cluster’s external relation with neighboring clusters; and
• to investigate the impact of cluster characteristics on the routing overhead, and to
employ the cluster stability model for determining the impact of cluster instability
on the routing overhead.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the system model
under consideration. Chapter 3 presents probabilistic analysis of the communication link
in VANETs for three vehicle density ranges. Mesoscopic mobility models are utilized
to obtain the communication link length. In addition, a microscopic vehicle mobility is
introduced to describe the time variation of the distance headway on a single lane highway,
which is consistent with highway data patterns from empirical and simulated data sets
[50, 51]. Chapter 4 introduces a stochastic analysis of single-hop cluster stability in terms
of two metrics that measure external and the internal cluster stability [52, 53]. Chapter
5 first investigates the impact of cluster characteristics on generic routing overhead, then
analyzes the impact of cluster instability on generic routing overhead, where clusters are
formed using the results of the first part [54, 55]. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this research




Consider a connected VANET on a multi-lane highway of length LHWY with no on or off
ramps. We focus on a single lane with lane changes implicitly captured in the adopted
mobility model. We choose a single lane from a multi-lane highway instead of a single-lane
highway, in order to be more realistic in a highway scenario. A vehicle can overtake a
slower leading vehicle, if possible, and accelerate towards its desired speed1. Let NHWY
be the total number of vehicles on the highway. Assume that the highway is in a steady
traffic flow condition defined by a time-invariant vehicle density. Let D denote the vehicle
density in vehicle per kilometer. We consider three levels of D: low, intermediate, and high
vehicle densities as in Table 1.1. However, we do not consider the case when the vehicle
density is changing between the three levels. Additionally, we do not consider the case
of increasing/decreasing vehicle density within the same level of density. In our system
model we focus only on a single direction traffic flow. Due to large relative speeds between
vehicles flowing in opposite directions, a cluster consists of vehicles moving in the same
direction, i.e., each direction of the highway is clustered separately [23]. All the vehicles
have the same transmission range, denoted by R. Any two nodes at a distance less than
R from each other are one hop neighbours. The length of a hop is defined as the distance
to the furthest node within the transmission range of a reference node, which is upper
bounded by R. Let Hi denote the i
th hop length with respect to a reference node, i ≥ 1.
Assume that the transmission range is much larger than the width of the highway such
that a node can communicate with any node within a longitudinal distance of R from it2.
1In a single-lane highway, the vehicle traffic gradually converges into a number of platoons lead by the
slower vehicles on the highway [56].
2Typically, the transmission range covers a circular area with a radius R centred at the node. However,
since the transmission range is much larger than the width of the road, the area covered by the transmission
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Consider a single DSRC channel which supports a high data rate of 6 − 27Mbps and a
transmission range up to 1000 meters (m). Time is partitioned with a constant step size.
Let Xi be the distance headway between node i and node i+1, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The distance
headway is the distance between two identical points on two consecutive vehicles on the
same lane. Define Xi = {Xi(m),m = 0, 1, 2 . . . } to be a discrete-time stochastic process
of the ith distance headway, where Xi(m) is a random variable representing the distance
headway of node i at the mth time step. At any time step, Xi(m) ∈ [α,Xmax] for all
i,m ≥ 0, where α and Xmax is the minimum and maximum distance headway, respectively.
Furthermore, assume that Xi’s are independent with identical statistical behaviors for
all i ≥ 0. For notation simplicity, we omit index i from Xi and Hi when referring to
an arbitrary distance headway and an arbitrary hop, respectively. Let µ and σ be the
mean and the standard deviation of the distance headway in meters, respectively, where
µ = 1000/D and σ are constant system parameters and take different values according
to the vehicle density. Throughout this thesis, FY (y), PY (y), fY (y), QY (y), and E[Y ] are
used to denote the cumulative distribution function (cdf), the probability mass function
(pmf), the probability density function (pdf), the probability generating function, and the
expectation of random variable Y , respectively.
2.1 Node clusters
The nodes on the highway are clustered by some clustering algorithm into possibly over-
lapping, K-hop clusters, where K is the cluster size parameter. The range of each cluster
extends K-hops on both sides of the CH. Let Lc be the length of the cluster in meters. We
define Lc such that the K
th hops of a cluster are of length R, in order to control overlap-
ping between clusters (more details in Subsection 5.1.2). Figure 2.1 illustrates the clusters
under consideration. Let NCM denote the total number of nodes in a cluster. Let NCH be
the number of clusters formed on the highway. A CH elects the hop edge node, i.e., the
furthest node within its hop, as a gateway node that is responsible to facilitate inter-cluster
communications. We refer to the side of the cluster that is following the CH as the left
side, while the leading side of the cluster is referred to as the right side. Therefore, GWR
and GWL are the right and the left gateways of a cluster, respectively, as illustrated in
Figure 2.1(a). Together the CHs and the gateways form the backbone nodes. At the end of
the cluster formation, the vehicles are distributed on the highway according to a stationary
probability distribution of the distance headways. In our analysis, the 0th time step refers
to the time when the cluster formation has just completed. Define the cluster-overlap state































Figure 2.1: An illustration of the clusters under consideration for k = 2 hops.
between two neighbouring clusters to be i) overlapping, when the distance between the two
CHs is less than 2R; or ii) non-overlapping (or disjoint), otherwise. For two neighboring
clusters, we define the following variables.
• Let Lo denote the length of the overlapping range between two neighboring clusters;
• Let lo denote the overlapping fraction of the cluster length with a neighboring cluster
(i.e., lo = Lo/Lc). The overlapping state between neighboring clusters is determined
by the value of lo ∈ [0, 0.5], where lo = 0 and lo = 0.5 correspond to complete disjoint
and complete overlap states, respectively;
• Let Xc denote the sequence of distance headways between two neighboring CHs as
illustrated in Figure 2.1(c);
• Let NCCM denote the number of common cluster members between two neighbouring
overlapping clusters;
• Let NUN denote the number of unclustered nodes between two neighboring disjoint
clusters (assume that NUN = 0 at the end of the initial cluster formation).
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We assume that the clusters are initially overlapping and the CHs remain the same over
a time interval of interest. Throughout this thesis, the cluster size K and the overlap-
ping ratio lo are referred to as cluster characteristics, whereas NCM , NCCM , Lc, and Lo are
referred to as cluster parameters.
2.2 Node mobility
In this research, we are interested in the distance headway and the spatial distribution
of vehicles along the road. Therefore, the adopted vehicular mobility model is used to
describe the distance headway. Unless otherwise mentioned, on a macroscopic level, we
consider three different traffic flow conditions: uncongested, near-capacity, and congested.
We study each of the three traffic flow conditions separately, without considering the case of
changing traffic flow condition. Each traffic flow condition corresponds to a range of vehicle
densities according to Table 1.1 [1]. The uncongested, near capacity, and congested traffic
flow conditions correspond to low, intermediate, and high vehicle densities, respectively.
Additionally, each traffic flow condition corresponds to a unique microscopic and a unique
mesoscopic distance headway model. On a microscopic level, we propose to model the time
variations of the distance headway by a discrete-time finite-state Markov chain. Details of
the microscopic model are given in Chapter 3.
Mesoscopic mobility model
Main mesoscopic models in the literature focus on the time-headway, which is the elapsed
time of the passage of identical points on two consecutive vehicles [1]. For an uncongested
traffic flow condition, the exponential distribution has been shown to be a good approxima-
tion for the time headway distribution [1]. With a low vehicle density, interactions between
vehicles are very low and almost negligible. As a result, vehicles move independently at a
maximum speed [1]. It is reasonable to assume that, over a short time interval of interest,
vehicles move at constant velocity and do not interact with each other [57], [58]. Therefore,
for a low vehicle density, we assume that the distance headway has the same distribution
as the time headway with parameters properly scaled. The inter-vehicle distances Xi’s
at any time step are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with an exponential






µ , x ≥ 0. (2.1)
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In this case, the mean and the standard deviation of the distance headway is µ = σ = 1000
D
.
According to the distribution, P (Xi ≤ α) > 0; however, for simplicity, we ignore the effect
of this probability3.
In the literature, the Gaussian distribution is used to model the time headway for a
congested traffic flow condition [1]. Although the time headway is almost constant for a
high vehicle density, driver behaviors cause the time headway to vary around that constant
value. Therefore, the Gaussian distribution model for the time headway characterizes
the driver attempt to drive at a constant time headway [1]. With the same argument,
we assume that the distance headways vary around a constant value with a Gaussian






2σ2 , x ≥ 0. (2.2)
The standard deviation σ for a high vehicle density is given by4 σ = (µ−α)
2
.
For a near-capacity traffic flow condition, empirical pdfs for inter-vehicle distances
show that neither an exponential nor a Gaussian distribution is a good fit [59]. Hence, we
assume that the inter-vehicle distances follow a general distribution, Pearson type III, that
was originally proposed for time headways [1]. With an intermediate vehicle density, the




(x− α)z−1e−λ(x−α), x ≥ α (2.3)
where λ and z are the scale and shape parameters of the general Pearson type III distri-
bution, respectively, and Γ(z) =
∫∞
0
uz−1e−udu is the gamma function. The parameters λ








3P (Xi ≤ α) = 1 − e−Dα. For example, for D = 6 veh/km and α = 6.7 meters [1], P (Xi ≤ α) = 0.04.
The probability P (Xi ≤ α) increases with D.
4We use the same guidelines for calculating the variance of time headway as given in [1]. With σ =
(µ−α)
2 , P (Xi > α) = 0.977 [1]. For a congested traffic flow condition (i.e., D ≥ 42 veh/km) and α = 6.7m
[1], P (Xi ≤ 0) ≤ 2.8× 10−3.
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter, the system model under consideration in this research has been presented.
In specific, a highway VANET is considered with focus on a single lane. As this research
does not target the performance evaluation of a specific clustering algorithm, the cluster
characteristics and parameters of the formed clusters have been defined in this chapter. The
nodes on the highway are clustered by some clustering algorithm into possibly overlapping,
K-hop clusters. Furthermore, the vehicle mobility under consideration has been introduced.
Three vehicle traffic flow conditions are considered, each corresponding to a range of vehicle
densities. For each traffic flow condition, we employ the associated mesoscopic distance
headway model when a snapshot of the highway traffic is studied. On the other hand,
when studying the temporal variations in the vehicle traffic, a microscopic mobility model




Unlike traditional mobile ad hoc networks, the high node mobility in VANETs can cause
frequent network topology changes and fragmentations. Moreover, VANETs are suscep-
tible to vehicle density variations from time to time throughout the day. This imposes
new challenges in maintaining a connection between vehicular nodes. The length of the
communication link and its duration between network nodes play a crucial role in deter-
mining node cluster stability. As discussed in Section 1.3, any change in cluster structure
is directly or indirectly related to the duration of communication links between network
nodes and the switching of the links between connection and disconnection. This section
presents a probabilistic analysis of the communication link in VANETs for three vehicle
density ranges. Firstly, we propose a stochastic microscopic mobility model that captures
time variations of inter-vehicle distances (distance headways). A discrete-time finite-state
Markov chain with state dependent transition probabilities is proposed to model the dis-
tance headway. Secondly, the stationary distribution of the communication link length is
derived using mesoscopic mobility models. Thirdly, the proposed stochastic microscopic
model and first passage time analysis are used to derive the probability distribution of the
communication link lifetime. Finally, we simulate highway vehicular traffic using micro-
scopic vehicle traffic simulator, VISSIM, and demonstrate that the analytical results of our
model match well with simulation results.
3.1 Microscopic vehicle mobility model
We model the stochastic process, Xi, as a discrete-time finite-state Markov chain, inspired
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of the proposed discrete-time Nmax-state Markov chain
model of the distance headway
to Nmax ranges of a distance headway. The length of the range covered by each state
is a constant, denoted by Ls in meters. The j
th state covers the range [xj, xj + Ls),
0 ≤ j ≤ Nmax − 1, where xj = α + jLs. At any time step, Xi(m) = xj denotes that
the distance headway Xi is in the j




be the integer number of states that cover distance headways within R. Hence,
the states with indices j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , NR − 1, NR, NR + 1, . . . , Nmax − 2, and Nmax − 1}
correspond to the quantized distances xj ∈ {α, α + Ls, α + 2Ls, α + 3Ls, . . . , α + (NR −
1)Ls, R, α + (NR + 1)Ls, . . . , Xmax − Ls, and Xmax}, respectively. Within a time step, a
distance headway in state j can transit to the next state, the previous state, or remain in
the same state with probabilities pj, qj, or rj, 0 ≤ j ≤ Nmax− 1, respectively. Without loss
of generality, assume that probability transition matrix is a positive-definite tri-diagonal
and is given by
M =

r0 p0 0 . . . . . . 0
q1 r1 p1 0 . . .
...
0 q2 r2 p2 0
...
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 qNmax−2 rNmax−2 pNmax−2
0 . . . . . . 0 qNmax−1 rNmax−1

. (3.1)
The tri-diagonal structure of M is due to the fact that the values of a distance headway




where v̄ is the maximum relative speed between vehicles1. We propose to use the following















rj = 1− pj − qj, 0 ≤ j ≤ Nmax − 1, 0 ≤ p, q, β ≤ 1 (3.2)
where p, q, and β are constants that depend on the vehicle density. For a low vehicle
density, β is close to zero, and therefore the transition probabilities are independent of
the state value, xj. The value of β increases as the vehicle density increases, and thus
increases the dependency on the state value. Eq.(3.2) can be explained as follows. In a
low vehicle density, distance headways are relatively large. Hence, a vehicle moves freely
with a desired speed [1]. In such a scenario, the distance headway value does not affect
the driver’s choice to keep/change the speed, since the distance headway is large enough.
On the other hand, in a high vehicle density situation, distance headways are relatively
small. Hence, vehicles move with high constraints to keep a safe distance ahead. In such
a scenario, the distance headway value has a high impact on the driver’s behavior and
his/her choice to keep/change the speed (and consequently the distance headway). The
constant β is comparable with the driver strain constant used in [41], whereas β = 0 in
[42]. The transition probabilities of the distance headway to neighboring states increase
with the distance headway value, when β > 0 in (3.2). This is due to the fact that a larger
distance headway results in less constraints in driving.
In order to verify the dependency of the distance headway transition probability on
its current state, we compute the transition probability matrix using i) empirical vehicle
trajectory data collected from highways provided by Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM)
community and available online [61], and ii) simulated vehicle trajectory data generated
by VISSIM microscopic vehicle traffic simulator. The vehicles in VISSIM simulator move
according to Wiedemann’s microscopic mobility model. Wiedemann is psycho-physical
car-following model that describes behaviors of individual vehicles according to their in-
teractions with neighboring vehicles, their desired relative speeds, their relative positions,
and some driver-dependant behaviors. The Wiedemann model accounts for four differ-
1Consider an i.i.d. desired vehicle speed with a mean of 100 kilometer per hour and a standard deviation
of 10 kilometer per hour, i.e., P (v̄ ≤ 36) = 0.99. In this case, the choice of τ = 2 seconds for Ls = 20
meters, reduces the transition probability of the distance headway to a non-neighboring state to less than
0.0054
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ent driving modes: free driving, approaching, following, and breaking [62]. We adopt the
Wiedemann 99 model which is designed for a highway scenario with its parameters set to
the default values suggested in [63]. We use two NGSIM data sets: I-80-Main-Data and
US-101-Main-Data, which were collected from a seven lane highway for a section of 500 and
640 meters, respectively. From the NGSIM data sets, we exclude data points associated
with vehicles 1) on an on-ramp lane, 2) on an off-ramp lane, 3) at the end of the section,
or 4) undertaking a lane change. The VISSIM data set was obtained via six 30-minute
simulations of a three-lane highway traffic for different vehicle densities. The highway is a
closed loop, and the vehicles enter the highway with a traffic flow of (3052.8, 1914.2, 854.6,
683.7, and 379.8) vehicle per hour per lane for 1000 seconds, resulting in vehicle densities
of (42, 26, 16, 9, and 5), respectively. The VISSIM data points associated with vehicles
entering the highway or changing lanes are not included in our analysis. To obtain the
transition probabilities, the NGSIM and VISSIM data sets are mapped into a sequence of
quantized state values (xj) with a predefined state length Ls, where xj ∈ [0, Xmax] in meters
and 0 ≤ j ≤ Nmax − 1. The NGSIM data sets is only available with intermediate-to-high
vehicle densities with Xmax = 100 meters. For each state j, the transition probabilities for
the distance headway are determined by counting the number of occurrences of each tran-
sition. Let nj,j′ be the number of transitions of a distance headway from state j to state
j′, 0 ≤ j′ ≤ Nmax−1, within a time step of length τ , and nj =
∑Nmax−1
j′=0 nj,j′ be the number
of time steps at which the distance headway is in state j. The transition probability from
state j to j′ is calculated by pj,j′ =
nj,j′
nj
, 0 ≤ j, j′ ≤ Nmax − 1.
Figure 3.2 plots the transition probabilities (and their standard deviation) from state
j to its direct neighboring states and to itself for different xj values, with the default data
recording values: Ls = 1 meter and τ = 0.1 seconds for the NGSIM data set, and Ls = 2
meters and τ = 0.2 seconds for the VISSIM data set. The results show a dependency of
the transition probabilities on the xj value. The weighted linear regression (LR) is used
to fit the transition probabilities in Figure 3.2, with nj,j′ being the weight of each pj,j′
data point. The transition probabilities pj and qj increase with the quantized state value,
xj, which agrees with (3.2). The values of p, q, and β are calculated according to the
resulting weighted LR fit and are given in the figure legends. The results show that pj,j′ is
smaller than 10−3 for |j − j′| > 1, and is therefore neglected, which is consistent with the
tri-diagonal transition matrix assumption given in (3.1). Figure 3.3 plots the transition
probability matrix calculated from the NGSIM data for xj, xj′ ∈ [110, 120], Ls = 0.1 meters,
and τ = 0.1 seconds. It is observed from Figure 3.3 that, for a reduced value of the ratio
Ls/τ , pj,j′ increases for |j − j′| > 1. Figure 3.4 plots the transition probability to the next
state (and its standard deviation) for different xj values and different vehicle densities. The
results show that, the larger the vehicle densities, the higher the state-dependency of the
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transition probabilities. The resulting β values for different vehicle densities are plotted in
Figure 3.5, which shows an approximate linear relation between β and the vehicle density.
This agrees with our proposed transition probability functions in (3.2).
It should be noted that the proposed microscopic model does not explicitly describe
how and when lane changes occur nor does it describe impacts of lane-changes on the time
variations of distance headways. However, the model implicitly captures the impact of lane
changes on maintaining the ability of the vehicles to overtake slower vehicles and accelerate
towards their desired speed. This is captured in the parameters p, q, and β which can be
tuned from empirical/simulated multi-lane highway trajectory data for one of the lanes as
done earlier in this section.
3.2 Distribution of the communication link length
In this section, we present the probability distribution of the communication link length
using mesoscopic distance headway models described in Section 2.2. The hop length (or
the link length), denoted by H, is the distance from a reference node to the furthest
node within the transmission range of the reference node, which is upper bounded by the
transmission range R. Given a mesoscopic model, the distance headways Xi’s are i.i.d.
with probability density function fX(x) and cdf FX(x). Let C(l) be the event that there
exists at least one node within distance l from a reference node. The event C(l) occurs
with probability FX(l). Let C
c(l) be the complement of event C(l), i.e., the event that
there are no nodes within distance l from a reference node. Then, the cdf of H is given by
[64]
FH(h) =
P (Cc(R− h), C(h))
P (C(R))
. (3.3)
The pdf can then be calculated by fH(h) =
d
dhr
FH(h). For a low vehicle density, the
distance headway is exponentially distributed with pdf given in (2.1). The pdf of the








, 0 < h < R (3.4)
which is a scaled exponential distribution truncated at R. For an intermediate vehicle
density, the distance headways are i.i.d., each following the Pearson type III pdf in (2.3).
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Figure 3.2: The transition probability from state j to (a) state j + 1, (b) state j − 1,
and (c) state j, for different xj values from NGSIM and VISSIM data
for intermediate to high vehicle densities. Results for the weighted LR

































Figure 3.3: Probability transition matrix for 100 quantized values of xj , xj′ ∈ [110, 120]
with Ls = 0.1 meters and τ = 0.1 seconds. The matrix is calculated based
on NGSIM data.
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Figure 3.4: Transition probability from state j to state j + 1, for different xj values
from VISSIM data for vehicle densities of (a) 9, 26, and 42 veh/km with
Ls = 20 meters and τ = 2 seconds and (b) 5, 9, 16, 26, and 42 veh/km,
with Ls = 2 meters and τ = 0.2 seconds. Results of the weighted linear
regression fit model for (6) are given in the legends.
















Figure 3.5: State dependency parameter, β for different D values calculated based
on VISSIM data.
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The cdf for the first hop length can be derived from (3.3) and the corresponding pdf is
found to be
fH(h) =
fX(R− h)γ(z, λ(h− α) + fX(h)Γ(z, λ(R− h− α))
γ(z, λ(R− α))
, α ≤ h < R− α (3.5)
where γ(z, x) =
∫ x
0
tz−1e−tdt and Γ(z, x) =
∫∞
x
tz−1e−tdt are the lower and the upper in-
complete gamma functions, respectively, and fX(·) is given by (2.3). The derivation for
fH(h) is given in Appendix A.1.
For a high vehicle density, the distance headways are i.i.d., each following the Gaussian










































, 0 < h < R (3.6)







3.3 Communication link lifetime
Consider a communication hop from an arbitrary reference node in the direction of the
vehicle traffic flow. The reference node is one hop away from all the nodes within a
distance less than R (assuming that an on/off link depends only on the distance between
the nodes). Define the communication link lifetime between two nodes as the first time
step at which the distance between the two nodes is larger than or equal to R, given that
the distance between them is less than R at the 0th time step. For any node within R
from the reference node, the communication link lifetime is at least equal to the that of
the furthest node from the reference vehicle (referred to as hop edge node). A study of the
communication link lifetime of the edge vehicle from its reference vehicle is presented in
the following.
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3.3.1 First passage time between two distance headway states
Let T ij,j′ , 0 ≤ j, j′ ≤ Nmax − 1, be the first passage time of the distance headway Xi to
state j′ given that the distance headway is in state j at the 0th time step, i.e., T ij,j′ =
min{m > 0;Xi(m) = xj′ , Xi(0) = xj}, 0 ≤ j ≤ Nmax − 1.In the following, Tj,j′ is used
without superscript i for an arbitrary distance headway. Let M ′ be an Nmax×Nmax matrix
equal to M with qNmax−1 = 0 and rNmax−1 = 1. Let {λu}
Nmax−2
u=0 be the Nmax − 1 non-unit
eigenvalues of M ′. The first passage time to state Nmax − 1, given that Xi(0) = x0, is the
sum of Nmax− 1 independent geometric random variables, each with a mean equal to 11−λu



















is the value of the mth derivative of QT0,Nmax−1(v) at v = 0.
Let M (j) be a (j + 1) × (j + 1) matrix, 0 < j < Nmax − 1, equal to the upper left
(j + 1) × (j + 1) portion of matrix M with qj = 0 and rj = 1. The first passage time of
the distance headway to state j, given that the initial distance headway is in state 0, has a









u , u = 0, 1, . . . , j − 1,
are the j non-unit eigenvalues of M (j). Note that the distance headway cannot move to
state j′(> j) before passing through state j in a birth and death process. Using T0,j′ =
T0,j + Tj,j′ , the passage time to state j
′ given that the initial distance headway is in state








, and is calculated by


















Figure 3.6 plots the pmf’s of T0,Nmax−1, T1,4 and T2,3 for a nine-state distance headway
model. The pmf’s are evaluated using MAPLE [67]. Figure 3.6 shows that the probability
of the first passage time, Tj,j′ , taking on a small value decreases as the number of states,
|j′ − j|, increases.
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Figure 3.6: Probability mass function of the first passage time for (a) T1,Nmax, (b) T1,4,
and (c) T2,3, with mean values of 19.8 × 103, 1.24 × 103, and 318.4 seconds,
respectively, with parameters Nmax = 9, Ls = 20 meters, τ = 2 seconds,
Xmax = 160 meters, β = 0.66, p = 0.12, and q = 0.26.
3.3.2 First passage time of the sum of distance headways
The distance between a reference node and its hop edge node is equal to the sum of the
distance headways between the two nodes. Let NH be the number of nodes between a node
and its hop edge node at the 0th time step. Label the nodes with IDs: {0, 1, ...NH + 1},
where the reference node has ID 0, and the hop edge node has ID NH + 1. Therefore,
R ≤
∑NH+1
i=0 Xi(0) < R+XNH+1(0). A node and its hop edge node remain connected until∑NH
i=0 Xi(m) ≥ R at some time step m which is the communication link lifetime.
The sum of (NH + 1) i.i.d. distance headways, where each headway, Xi, is a birth and
death Markov chain as illustrated in Figure 3.1, is an (NH + 1) dimensional Markov chain.
The complexity of this Markov chain is obvious especially when NH is not small, since a
non-zero transition probability to a non-neighboring state is possible. For tractability, we
use an alternative approach as follows.
3.3.3 Link disconnection events
In this subsection, we present the set of events that cause the disconnection between a
reference node and its hop edge node at a certain time step, m. Consider a set XH =
{X0, X1, . . . , XNH} of (NH + 1) distance headways (stochastic processes) between the ref-
erence node and its hop edge node, where XH = {XH(m),m = 0, 1, 2, . . . }. For notation
simplicity, let XH(m) = {k0, k1, . . . , kNH} denote {Xi(m) = xki}
NH
i=0. Furthermore, let
{s0, s1, . . . , sNH} denote the set of state indices of the (NH + 1) distance headways at the
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0th time step, (i.e., {Xi(0) = xsi}
NH
i=0), where si ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , NR − 1}, and
∑NH
i=0 xsi < R.
Let ED be the event that the link between a reference node and its hop edge node, separated
by NH nodes, disconnects given XH(0), and let ED(m) be the event that this disconnection
occurs at the mth time step. When the hop edge node and the reference node are adjacent
to each other, i.e., NH = 0, a link disconnection occurs when the distance headway X0
transits to state NR. Therefore, ED(m) ≡ {X0(m) = xNR |s0} for NH = 0.
When NH > 0, consider first the case when α = 0. A link disconnection occurs at time
stepm if
{
XH(m) = {k0, k1, . . . , kNH},
∑NH
i=0 ki ≥ NR
}
. That is, the set {ki}NHi=0 is an integer
partition of a positive integer that is greater than or equal to NR. In number theory and
combinatorics, an ordered integer partition of a positive integer n is a sequence of positive
integers whose sum equals n. Each member of the sequence is called a part. An ordered J-
restricted integer partition of an integer n is an integer partition of n into exactly J parts.
Let AJ(n) = {a1(i), a2(i), . . . , aJ(i)}LJ (n)i=1 be a set of all possible ordered J-restricted integer




is the total number of such partitions, i.e., the size of set AJ(n) [68]. For example,






= 5. Furthermore, let KJ(NH) = {k1(v), k2(v), . . . , kJ(v)}KJ (NH)v=1 be
the set of all J-combinations of the set {0, 1, . . . , NH}, where kj(v), 1 ≤ j ≤ J , is the





be the number of such
combinations. We define two random events, e1(m), e2(m) at the m
















Xk2(v)(m) ≥ xa2(i), . . . , XkJ (v)(m) ≥ xaJ (i)
∣∣∣
sk1(v), sk2(v), . . . , skJ (v)
}
(3.10)
where NED = NR − b αNH(R−α)/NR c is an integer such that if set XH is in set of states whose
indices construct an integer partition of an integer greater than or equal to NED, the
communication link breaks. Note that NED accounts for the minimum value of the distance
headways (i.e., α), and NED = NR for α = 0. Event e1(m) occurs when at least one of
the distance headways of set XH is in state NED at the mth time step, resulting in a link
disconnection. Note that NED is the least state index required for a distance headway
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to reach in order for the link to disconnect. Event e2(m) occurs when at least J distance
headways of set XH are in states that construct a J-restricted integer partition of an integer
that is greater or equal to NED with parts at most equal to NR. Note that NED accounts
for the minimum value of the distance headway, i.e., α. That is, event e2(m) occurs if J
distance headways of set XH are in states {k1, k2, . . . , kJ} at the mth time step such that∑J
i=1 ki ≥ NED for any 2 ≤ J ≤ NH + 1. An occurrence of event e2(m) result in a link
disconnection at the mth time step, because the sum NED + bαNHLs c is equal to NR, which
indicates that the sum of the J distances is greater than or equal to R. Consequently,
a link disconnection occurs at the mth time step when either e1(m) or e2(m) occurs, i.e.,
ED(m) = {e1(m) ∪ e2(m)}.
3.3.4 Probability distribution of the link lifetime
The lifetime or a communication link from a reference node to its hop edge node, sepa-
rated by NH nodes, given XH(0), is the first passage time of event ED(m), denoted by
T (ED). Let T (ei) be the first passage time for the occurrence of event ei(m), i = 1, 2
(i.e., T (ei) = min{m|ei(m)}). The communication link lifetime is calculated by T (ED) =
min{T (e1), T (e2)}. For NH = 0, this simplifies to T (ED) = T (e1) = Ts0,NED , with pmf
PT (ED)(m) which can be calculated using the m
th derivative of (3.7) and (3.8) for s0 = 0
and s0 > 0, respectively.
For NH > 0, the calculation of the pmf of the link lifetime is not straight forward,
due to the obvious correlation between e1(m) and e2(m). Let V = {V
′ ⋃
V
′′} be a matrix




, with the three matrices having NH+1
columns. Each unique row of V
′
consists of J elements equal to one of the partitions in














is constructed similarly with all possible
ordered J-restricted partitions of integers NED + 1, NED + 2, ..., (NH + 1)NED, each with




















A link disconnection occurs at the mth time step when the distance headway set XH is
in states {u1, u2, . . . , uNH+1} such that {u1, u2, . . . , uNH+1} is a row in V . Let ED,V (m) ≡
{XH(m) = V |XH(0)} be a set of events, each corresponding to set XH being in a set of
states that construct one of the rows of V at the mth time step, given XH(0). An event in
the set ED,V (m), ED,V (v)(m), 1 < v < |V |, is the event that the set XH is in states that
construct the vth row in V at the mth time step, where |V | is the number of rows in V .
An occurrence of event ED,V (v)(m) results in a link disconnection at the m
th time step.
The first passage time of these events is T (ED,V ) = min {m|ED,V (m)}. The distribution
of T (ED,V ) can be derived to be






















where vi is the i
th column of matrix V and M
′m
si+1,vi+1
is an array with elements equal to the
(vi + 1)
th entries of the (si + 1)
th row of the mth power of matrix M ′, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ Nmax, {·}t
denotes the transpose matrix operation, and the product notations ⊗ and
∏
correspond
to the general and the Hadamard matrix multiplications, respectively. For m > 1, the
subtracted term in (3.11) is to guarantee that none of the ED,V events occurs before time
step m, i.e., set XH does not reach states with indices that construct a row in V before
time step m. Since the communication link disconnects if any of the events in ED,V occurs,




PT (ED,V (v))(m) (3.12)
where |V | is the number of rows in matrix V and V (v) is the vth row of V .
3.4 Results and discussion
This section presents numerical results for the analysis of the pdf of the communication
link length, fH(h), and the pmf of the link lifetime, PT (ED)(m). We consider three traffic
flow conditions, uncongested, near-capacity, and congested, each corresponding to a set
of parameters listed in Table 3.1. We set σ = 1000
2D
for the mesoscopic distance headway
models. The parameters for the microscopic Markov-chain distance headway model are
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also listed in Table 3.1, where β, p and q follow the VISSIM data fitting results in Section
3.1. Without loss of generality, we set α = 0, and Xmax = R. This is sufficient for
communication link analysis, as the link breaks if any Xi’s reach state NR. The values of
NH and XH(0), listed in Table 3.1, are first set to their average values. To verify the link
lifetime analysis, we compare the analytical link lifetime pmf calculated with (3.11) and
(3.12) to that calculated from simulated vehicular traffic. A three-lane highway traffic is
simulated using the microscopic vehicle traffic simulator VISSIM as described in Section
3.1. The choice of simulating a three-lane highway instead of a single-lane highway is to
achieve a more realistic vehicle mobility in which a vehicle can overtake other vehicles
and accelerate towards its desired speed. The desired speed for all vehicles is normally
distributed with mean 100 kilometer per hour and standard deviation of 10 kilometer per
hour. The pmf of the lifetime of a link with initial conditions NH and XH(0), is calculated
by counting the number of occurrences of link breakage at mth time step for m > 0 and
for all links with initial conditions NH and XH(0). Six 30-minute simulations are obtained
for each of the three vehicle densities. The calculation of the link lifetime pmf, PT (ED)(m),
from the VISSIM simulated vehicle traffic data includes the lifetime of the following: 1)
a link between a reference vehicle and its corresponding hop edge node on the same lane,
independently of changing hop edge node during the link’s lifetime as long as the initial
hop edge node remains in the link; and 2) a new link between a reference vehicle and its
new hop edge node on the same lane when its previous link breaks. A link which involves
a lane change during its lifetime is excluded from the pmf calculation. The frequency of a
link lifetime at value l is upper bounded by TsimNS
l
, where Tsim is the simulation time and
NS is the total number of vehicles in the simulation. The frequency of l-valued lifetime
occurrences in VISSIM data is normalized accordingly in the link lifetime pmf calculation.
Figure 3.7 plots the pdfs (3.4)-(3.6) of the hop length for three vehicle densities
D = 9, 26, and 42 veh/km with average hop length equal to 99.2, 121.8, and 132.2 meters,
respectively. The average length of the communication link is larger for a higher vehicle
Table 3.1: System parameters in simulation and analysis of Chapter 3
Traffic flow D(veh/km) NH β p,q XH(0)
condition
Uncongested 9 0 0.4 0.17 {5}
Near-capacity 26 3 0.74 0.23 {1,1,1,1}
Congested 42 5 0.94 0.35 {1,1,1,1,1,1}
R (meter) NR Nmax α τ (second) Ls(meter)
160 8 9 0 2 20
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Figure 3.7: The probability density function of the hop length for three traffic flow
conditions with vehicle densities of 9, 26, and 42 veh/km.
density, due to a larger average number of nodes between a node and its hop edge node.
Using (2.1)-(2.3), the probability for an unavailable link between two vehicles (i.e., P (Xi >
R)) is 0.23, 5.2 × 10−5, and 0 for D = 9, 26, and 42 veh/km, respectively. That is, the
probability of network fragmentations is higher in an uncongested traffic flow condition
than that in a congested traffic flow condition.
Figure 3.8 plots the pmf of the communication link lifetime for the three traffic flow
conditions. The theoretical results are obtained using (3.8) for the uncongested traffic flow
condition and (3.12) for the near-capacity and congested traffic flow conditions. We use
MAPLE to calculate the mth derivative for the generating function in (3.8). For large val-
ues of j and/or j′ in (3.8), we use the mth derivative of the product rule proposed in [69].
The simulation results are calculated from the generated VISSIM vehicle trajectory data.
The simulation results closely agree with the theoretical calculations. However, there exist
slight differences between simulation and theoretical results. This is mainly due to lane
changes, which are not explicitly accounted for in our model. The effect of lane changes is
more notable in the low vehicle density simulation results, where we get zero probability
for some large link lifetime values, as shown in Figure 3.8(a). This is due to the high
probability of lane change for large link lifetimes, which is excluded from our calculations.
The average link lifetime is found to be 335.5, 88.1, and 65.9seconds for the low, interme-
diate, and high vehicle densities, respectively. Recall from subsection 3.3.3, that the link
disconnection event, ED, depends on the initial conditions NH and XH(0). In order to
extend the results for different initial conditions, we conduct the following: 1) discretize
the mesoscopic distance headway models in (2.1)-(2.3); 2) using the discretized mesoscopic
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Figure 3.8: Probability mass function of the communication link lifetime for D = (a)
9, (b) 26, and (c) 42 veh/km.
distance headway models, calculate the probability, P (XH(0) = {si}ni=1|NH = n), that set
XH(0) of size n is equal to set {si}ni=1, for 0 ≤ si ≤ Nmax; and 3) using renewal theory,
the pmf of the NH is calculated for each of the mesoscopic distance headway models in
(2.1)-(2.3) [70]. Therefore, we extend the results for different initial conditions (i.e., NH
and XH(0)) for the range of values within which NH lies with probabilities of 0.94, 0.95,
and 0.94 and X lies with probabilities 0.94, 0.97, and 0.99, for D = 9, 26, and 42 veh/km,
respectively. Finally, the low of total probability is used to find the pmf of the link lifetime
over the considered set of initial conditions. The average link lifetime, over the considered
range of initial conditions, is found to be 145.50, 46.07, and 44.76 seconds for the low,
intermediate, and high vehicle density, respectively. Although, intuitively, it is thought
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that a communication link lasts longer with a higher vehicle density, our results indicate
the opposite. The reasons are: 1) the impact of a larger number of vehicles within the
link, NH , with a higher vehicle density and therefore multiple mobility factors on the com-
munication link lifetime; and 2) vehicles tendency to move with their maximum desired
speed in an uncongested traffic flow conditions. Since the communication link disconnects
when the sum of any J ≤ NH + 1 distance headways is greater than R, the larger the NH
value, the more frequently a link breakage occurs, for the same distance headway model.
Although distance headways are large in a low vehicle density scenario with free driving
(Table 1.1), this does not necessarily indicate a large probability of changing speeds (i.e.,
large p and q). On the contrary, vehicles are more likely to be at their maximum desired
speeds, resulting in small p and q values [1]. In a congested traffic flow condition, vehicles
are more likely to undergo stop-and-go situations, in which drivers speed up whenever they
get an opportunity (i.e., large p and q values). This agrees with VISSIM results shown in
Figure 3.4.
From the results shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, we conclude the following: For a
high traffic density, there is a higher probability of link availability between two nodes (Fig-
ure 3.7); however, the link lifetime is shorter (Figure 3.8). This causes the communication
link to fluctuate between connection and disconnection more frequently when compared
to that in a low vehicle density. This is due to the stop-and-go scenario in a high vehi-
cle density. On the other hand, for a low traffic density, there is a lower probability of
link availability between two nodes (Figure 3.7); however, if a link exists, the link lasts
longer when compared to the case in a high vehicle density (Figure 3.8). Therefore, when
a communication link disconnects in an uncongested traffic flow condition, it has a smaller
probability to re-connect than that in a congested traffic flow condition.
3.5 Summary
This chapter presents a stochastic analysis of the communication link in a highway VANET
with focus on a single lane. Mesoscopic mobility models are used to derive the stationary
probability density of the communication link length for three traffic flow conditions. A
stochastic microscopic model is proposed for the distance headway. The model captures
time variations of the distance headway based on a discrete-time Markov chain that pre-
serves the realistic dependency of distance headway changes at consecutive time steps.
This dependency increases with the vehicle density, which is consistent with highway data
patterns from empirical NGSIM and simulated VISSIM data sets. Further, the distance
headway model is used to analyze the communication link lifetime. The first passage time
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analysis is employed to derive the probability distribution of the communication link life-
time. Numerical results indicate that the communication hop length increases and the link
lifetime decreases with an increase in vehicle density. The link length and lifetime statistics




This chapter presents a stochastic analysis of single-hop cluster stability. The stochastic
microscopic mobility model presented in Section 3.1 is adopted to capture the time vari-
ations of distance headways. Firstly, we propose a discrete-time lumped Markov chain to
model the time variations of a system of distance headways. Secondly, the first passage
time analysis is used to derive probability distributions of the time periods of invariant
cluster-overlap state and cluster-membership as measures of external and internal cluster
stability, respectively. Thirdly, queueing theory is utilized to model the limiting behaviors
of the external cluster stability. The overlapping region between overlapping clusters and
the unclustered region between disjoint clusters are modeled as a storage buffer in a two-
state random environment. Using G/G/1 queuing theory, the steady-state distributions of
the numbers of common and unclustered nodes are approximated. Numerical results are
presented to evaluate the proposed models, which demonstrate a close agreement between
analytical and simulation results.
4.1 External cluster stability
The cluster-overlap state is governed by the the distance between two neighboring CHs. As
this distance decreases, the CHs approach each other causing the two clusters to overlap.
On the other hand, as the distance between CHs increases, the CHs move apart from each
other causing the two clusters to become disjoint. The distance between two neighboring
CHs is equal to the sum of the distance headways between the two nodes. Label the (Nc+2)
nodes with IDs 0, 1, . . . , Nc+1, where the following CH has ID 0 and the leading CH has ID
(Nc + 1). For notation simplicity, let Xc = (Xi)Nci=0 be the sequence of distance headways
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between the two CHs as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (c), where Xc(m) = (Xi(m))Nci=0, and
{Xc(m) ∈ (s0, s1, . . . , sNc )} ≡ {Xi(m) ∈ si,∀i ∈ [0, Nc]}. Consider initially overlapping
clusters, i.e.,
∑Nc
i=0Xi(0) < 2R. Two neighboring CHs remain overlapping until
∑Nc
i=0Xi
(m) ≥ 2R at some time step m. The sequence of (Nc + 1) i.i.d. distance headways is an
(Nc + 1)-dimensional Markov chain, where each headway, Xi, is a birth and death Markov
chain as described in Section 3.1. For clarity, the term state refers to a state in the original
Markov chain, X, the term super state refers to a state in the (Nc+1)-dimensional Markov
chain, and the term lumped state refers to a set of super states (to be discussed later in this
section). Additionally, parentheses ( ) are used for a sequence, while curly brackets { } are
used for a set. A super state in the (Nc+1)-dimensional Markov chain is a sequence of size
Nc + 1, in which the i
th element represents the state (in the one dimensional (1D)-Markov
chain) that the ith distance headway belongs to. That is, a super state, (s0, s1, . . . , sNc),
means that distance headway Xi is in state si ∈ [0, Nmax − 1]. The sum of (Nc + 1)
distance headways representing the distance between the two CHs can be calculated from
the (Nc + 1)-dimensional Markov chain. The state space size of the (Nc + 1)-dimensional
Markov chain is equal to N
(Nc+1)
max , making it subject to the state-space explosion problem
when Nc is large
1. However, since we are interested in the sum of the (Nc + 1) distance
headways, the state space can be reduced according to the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let X be a discrete-time, birth-death, irreducible Markov chain with Nmax
finite states, and let set X = (Xi)N−1i=0 represent a system of N independent copies of
chain X. The N-dimensional Markov chain that represents the system, X, is lumpable
with respect to the state space partition Ω = {Ω0,Ω1 . . . ,ΩNL}, such that (s.t.) any two
super states in subset Ωi are permutations of the same set of states ∀i ∈ [0, NL− 1], where
NL =
(Nmax+N−1)!
N !(Nmax−1)! is the state space size of the lumped Markov chain.
The proof of Theorem 1 and following corollaries are given in the Appendix. Since a
lumped state, Ωi = {(s0, s1, . . . , sN−1)}, 0 ≤ i ≤ NL − 1, contains all super states that are
permutations of the same set of states, we can write the lumped state as a set of those states
Ωi = {s0, s1, . . . , sN−1}. Since the (Nc + 1)-dimensional Markov chain is irreducible, the
lumped Markov chain is also irreducible [71]. The stationary distribution of the lumped
Markov chain can be derived from the stationary distribution of the 1D-Markov chain
according to the following Corollary.
1This problem can also be solved in similar fashion as that used to calculate the communication link
lifetime in Section 3.3. However, since the number of nodes between two neighboring CHs can be much
larger than the number of nodes between a node and its hop edge node, the computational complexity of
the recursive relation (3.11) becomes large due to the increased size of the matrix V .
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Corollary 1 Consider a system of N independent copies of a finite, discrete-time, birth-
death, irreducible Markov chain, X, with stationary distribution (πi)
Nmax−1
i=0 . The sta-
tionary distribution of the lumped Markov chain of Theorem 1, representing the system,
X = (Xi)N−1i=0 , follows a multi-nomial distribution with parameters (πi)
Nmax−1
i=0 .
4.1.1 Time to the first change of cluster-overlap state
Consider two overlapping clusters. At any time instant, the overlapping range between
two neighbouring clusters is equal to 2R −
∑Nc
i=0Xi(m), ∀m ≥ 0. Therefore, according
to Theorem 1, the time variation of the overlapping range between the two clusters can
be described by a lumped Markov chain with lumped states Ω0,Ω1, . . . ,ΩNL−1 which rep-
resents the system, Xc = (Xi)Nci=0. Furthermore, divide the lumped states into two sets,
ΩOV and ΩNOV . A lumped state Ωi = {s0, s1, . . . , sNc} belongs to ΩOV and to ΩNOV if∑Nc
i=0 si < 2NR and
∑Nc
i=0 si ≥ 2NR, respectively, where NR is the integer number of the
states that cover distance headways within R in the distance headway’s 1D-Markov chain.
Let the system of the distance headways between the two CHs be initially in super state
Ic, i.e., Xc(0) ∈ Ic, s.t. Ic ∈ Ωk ∈ ΩOV , 0 ≤ k ≤ NL − 1. Let the time period until the
clusters are no longer overlapping be Tov1(Ωk), given that the distance headways between
them are initially in states Ic ∈ Ωk. Then, this time period is equal to the first passage
time for the system, Xc, to transit from the lumped state Ωk to any lumped state Ωk′ , s.t.
Ωk′ ∈ ΩNOV . That is, Tov1(Ωk) = min
{
m > 0; Xc(m) ∈ (k0, k1, . . . , kNc),
∑Nc
i=0 ki ≥ 2NR |
Xc(0) ∈ Ic
}
. Let MNc be the transition probability matrix of the lumped Markov chain
describing Xc. One way to find the first passage time is to force the lumped states in ΩNOV
to become absorbing, i.e., set the probability of returning to the same lump state, Ωi,
within one time step to one ∀Ωi ∈ ΩNOV . Furthermore, let all the lumped states in ΩNOV
be merged into one single absorbing state and let it be the last (ÑL−1)th state, where ÑL is
the number of states in the new absorbing lumped Markov chain. The transition probability
matrix of the new absorbing lumped Markov chain, M̃Nc , is derived from MNc as follows:
M̃Nc(Ωi,Ωj) = MNc(Ωi,Ωj) ∀i, j, s.t. Ωi,Ωj ∈ ΩOV , M̃Nc(Ωi,ΩNL−1) =
∑
jMNc(Ωi,Ωj)
∀i, j, s.t.Ωi ∈ ΩOV and Ωj ∈ ΩNOV . Let Tov1(Ωk) denote the time interval from the instant
that the clusters are initially formed till the first time instant that the cluster-overlap state
changes, given that the distance headways are in super state Ic ∈ Ωk. The cdf of Tov1(Ωk)
is given by




M̃Nc(Ωk,Ωj)FTov1(Ωj)(m− 1), m ≥ 1 (4.1)
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where FTov1(Ωk)(0) = 0. Equation (4.1) calculates the cdf of Tov1(Ωk) recursively. Since
FTov1(Ωk)(m) =
∑m
n=1 PTov1(Ωk)(m), the first term in (4.1) corresponds to the absorption
probability within one time step given that the system is initially in lumped state Ωk, i.e.,
FTov1(Ωk)(1) = M̃Nc(Ωk,ΩÑL−1). The second term in (4.1) corresponds to
∑m
n=2 PTov1(Ωk)(m)
which is the absorption probability within (m−1) time steps given that the system transited
from Ωk to Ωj ∈ ΩOV within one time step.
The size of the state space of the lumped Markov chain can still be large with an
increased number of nodes between the two CHs, since NL =
(Nmax+Nc)!
(Nc+1)!(Nmax−1)! . However,
the state space of the absorbing lumped Markov chain, needed to compute the time period
until the overlap state changes between the two neighboring CHs, is bounded according to
the following Corollary.
Corollary 2 Consider a system of N independent copies of an irreducible Markov chain
according in Theorem 1, and let the event of interest be that the sum of the states of the N
chains be larger than a deterministic threshold Nth. The absorbing lumped Markov chain,
required to obtain the first occurrence time of the event of interest, has a state space that
is bounded by a deterministic function of Nth, when N > Nth.
Consider the scalability of analyzing a system of N distance headways, XN , to an in-
creased number of distance headways, N . Using the lumped Markov chain, the scalability
of analyzing system XN is improved for: i) the steady-state analysis - The problem of
finding the stationary distribution of a system of distance headway is of constant com-
putational complexity with respect to N (according to Corollary 1); and ii) the transient
analysis (i.e, the first passage time analysis) - The computational complexity of the first
passage time analysis is dependent on the state space size of the considered Markov chain.
According to Corollary 2, the state space size of the absorbing lumped Markov chain is
upper bounded by the total number of integer partitions of all integer that are less than
Nth as discussed in Appendix A.3. Figure 4.1 shows the state space reduction using the
proposed lumped Markov chain.
In this subsection, we focus on the time interval from the instant that two partially
overlapping neighboring clusters are formed till the time instant that they no longer overlap.
Given an initial super state of the two neighboring clusters at the end of the cluster
formation stage, consider the following: i) a proactive re-clustering procedure in which
re-clustering is triggered after a fixed period of time, say ∆t seconds from the cluster




































Absorbing lumped Markov chain
Figure 4.1: The state space size of a Markov chain representing a system of N Markov
chains (distance headways), XN , with Nmax = 9 when the system XN is
represented by (a) an N-dimensional Markov chain, (b) a lumped Markov
chain according to Theorem 1, and (c) an absorbing lumped Markov
chain according to Corollary 2 with Nth = 8.
when the cluster-overlap state changes. In i), the probability that the overlap state changes
between the two overlapping neighboring clusters before re-clustering is triggered is equal
to FTov1(Ωk)(∆t). In ii), the re-clustering period is equal to Tov1(Ωk) with the cdf calculated
by (4.1). Up until now, we have considered a pair of neighboring clusters in a specific super
state when they are initially formed. In reality, the initial state of a pair of neighboring
clusters is a random variable. For a given Nc, since the distance headways are stationary
when the clusters are formed, the probability that two overlapping neighboring clusters





where fi is given by (B.3) in
Appendix A.2. Using the law of total probability, the cdf of the time for the first change
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, m = 1, 2, . . . . (4.2)
4.1.2 Time period between successive changes of cluster-overlap
state
In the preceding subsection, we have analysed the time interval during which two neigh-
boring clusters remain overlapping since the clusters are formed. During this time interval,
the cluster-overlap state remains unchanged. Suppose two neighboring clusters overlap
in cluster formation and the overlap state changes at time Tov1(< ∆t) and becomes non-
overlapping. The cluster-overlap state may change again before re-clustering is triggered.
As a result, the time period between two consecutive changes of cluster-overlap state equals
i) the cluster-overlapping time period when the overlap state changes from overlapping to
non-overlapping, plus ii) the cluster-non-overlapping time period when the overlap state
changes from non-overlapping to overlapping. During a cluster-overlapping or cluster non-
overlapping time periods, the cluster-overlap state remains unchanged indicating how long
the cluster remains externally stable.
Cluster-overlapping time period
The second cluster-overlapping time period may not be equal to Tov1, since the initial state
may not be the same as that when the clusters are initially formed. We refer to this period
as cluster overlapping period, denoted by Tov.
To derive the distribution of Tov, the same approach used to find the distribution of
Tov1 can be used. Notice that the absorbing lumped Markov chain is the same as that used
to calculate the distribution of Tov1. The only difference is the distribution of the initial
state, Ic. One way to find the distribution of Ic at the time when the second overlapping
state occurs is as follows:
• Make the lumped states in set ΩNOV absorbing, without combining them into one
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absorbing state. The corresponding transition probability matrix, M ′′Nc , is equal to
MNc with M
′′
Nc(Ωj,Ωi) = 0 and M
′′
Nc(Ωj,Ωj) = 1∀i, j, s.t. Ωj ∈ ΩNOV ;



















(Ωi,Ωj) denotes the (Ωi,Ωj)
th entry of the mth power of matrix M ′′Nc ;
• Form another absorbing Markov chain by making the lumped states in set ΩOV
absorbing, without combining them into one absorbing state. The corresponding
transition probability matrix, M ′Nc , is equal to MNc with M
′
Nc(Ωi,Ωj) = 0 and
M ′Nc(Ωi,Ωi) = 1 ∀i, j, s.t. Ωi ∈ ΩOV ;











The probability that the distance headways between the two neighboring clusters are in
state Ωi ∈ ΩOV at the time when the second overlapping state occurs is equal to φi.





φiFTov1(Ωi)(m),m = 1, 2, . . . (4.5)
where FTov1(Ωi)(m) is given by (4.1). However, using this approach, we lose the advantage
of having a single absorbing state and, therefore, a bounded state space (according to
Corollary 2). We propose to approximate the distribution of the system initial state at the







The approximated φi for lumped state Ωi(∈ ΩOV ) is equal to its stationary probability

















Intratransition in ΩOV (ΩNOV)
Figure 4.2: An illustration of a lumped markov chain for N = 2, Nth = 4, Nmax = 3. A
line between two lumped states represents a non-zero two-way transition
probability in a single time step between the linked states. There exist
non-zero transition probabilities between subsets of ΩOV 1 and ΩNOV 1.
eliminates all the lumped states Ωi ∈ ΩOV that are not directly accessible from states in
ΩNOV . Figure 4.2 illustrates an example for a lumped Markov chain, where the directly
accessible lumped states are those connected by solid lines, i.e. ΩOV 1 and ΩNOV 1. When
the overlapping state of two neighboring clusters changes from non-overlapping to overlap-
ping, the only possible states to be reached first are those in ΩOV 1.
Cluster-non-overlapping time period
Consider two initially overlapping clusters, the cluster state can change to become non-
overlapping and again to become overlapping. The time period between two consecutive
changes of cluster-overlap state equals the cluster-non-overlapping time period when the
state changes from non-overlapping to overlapping. Neighboring CHs may move apart from
each other and the clusters become disjoint. This may result in disruption to intercluster
and/or intracluster communications and/or seizure of the cluster membership status from
edge CMs. This produces unclustered nodes that may create their own cluster which can
trigger re-clustering and increase the clustering cost. Let Tnov denote the cluster non-
overlapping time period. The same procedure used to calculate the cdf of Tov can be used
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δjFTnov1(Ωj)(m), m = 1, 2, . . . (4.7)
















fjM̃ ′Nc (Ωj ,ΩÑ′L−1
)
, and M̃ ′Nc is the probability transition matrix that corre-
sponds to the lumped Markov chain with all states in ΩOV combined into one absorbing
state. That is, M̃ ′Nc is derived from MNc as follows: M̃
′
Nc
(Ωj,Ωi) = MNc(Ωj,Ωi) ∀i, j, s.t.
Ωj,Ωi ∈ ΩNOV , M̃ ′Nc(Ωj,ΩÑ ′L−1) =
∑
jMNc(Ωj,Ωi) ∀i, j, s.t.Ωj ∈ ΩNOV and Ωi ∈ ΩOV .
The average cluster-non-overlapping time period is given by [72]
E[Tnov] = Ψ
(
I − M̃ ′Nc
)−1
M1 (4.8)
where Ψ is a row vector of size Ñ ′L in which the j
th element equals δj, I is the identity
matrix of size equal to that of Ñ ′L, and M1 is a column vector of ones with size Ñ ′L. The
second moment of the cluster-non-overlapping time period is given by2 [72]




I − M̃ ′Nc
)−2
M1 + E[Tnov]. (4.9)
4.2 Internal cluster stability
Due to relative vehicle mobility, two events result in changes to the cluster-membership: i)
a vehicle leaving the cluster, and ii) a vehicle entering the cluster. Let eor and eol denote
the events that a vehicle leaves the cluster from the right side and the left side of the CH,
respectively. Let eir and eil denote the events that a vehicle enters the cluster from the
right side and the left side of the CH, respectively. Figure 4.3 illustrates these events.
Consider the time for the first change in cluster-membership to occur after cluster forma-
tion, and denote this time by TCM1. This time is equivalent to the first occurrence times
of one of the four events, i.e., TCM1 = T (eor ∪ eir ∪ eol ∪ eil), where T (e) denotes the first
occurrence time of event e. Furthermore, let TCM1r = T (eor ∪ eir) and TCM1l = T (eol ∪ eil)
2The first and the second moments of the cluster-overlapping period can be calculated similarly by














Figure 4.3: Illustration of the events that cause changes in cluster-membership.
be the first occurrence time of the first change in cluster-membership (after cluster forma-
tion) due to a vehicle leaving and entering the cluster from the right and the left side of
the CH, respectively. Therefore, TCM1 = min {TCM1r , TCM1l}. Since TCM1r and TCM1l are
independent, the cdf of the time for the first change in cluster-membership to occur after
cluster formation is given by FTCM1(m) = 1− (1−FTCM1r (m))(1−FTCM1l (m)). Notice that
TCM1r and TCM1l are i.i.d.. Therefore, we focus on calculating only one of them, say TCM1r .
4.2.1 Time to the first change of cluster-membership
Let NCMr be the number of CMs on the right side of the CH, and assume that NCMr > 0
3.
Let XCM = {Xi}
NCMr
i=0 be the set of distance headways of the CH and the NCMr nodes as il-
lustrated in Figure 4.4, where XCM(m) ⊆ (s0, s1, . . . , sNCMr ) ≡ [Xi(m) ∈ si, ∀i ∈ [0, NCMr ]].
The system, XCM , can be represented by an (NCMr + 1)-dimensional Markov chain. Sup-
pose that set XCM is in super state ICM = (k0, k1, . . . , kNCMr ) when the clusters are
initially formed, s.t.,
∑NCMr−1
i=0 ki < NR,
∑NCMr
i=0 ki ≥ NR, and ICM ∈ Ωk. Let the
time period until a node enters/leaves the cluster from one side be TCM1r(Ωk), given that
XCM ∈ ICM ∈ Ωk. Then this time period is equal to the first passage time for the sys-
tem, XCM , to transit from super state ICM to a super state (k′0, k′1, . . . , k′NCMr ) such that∑NCMr
i=0 k
′




i ≥ NR (i.e., a node leaves the
cluster). That is, TCM1r(Ωk) = min
{













3When NCMr = 0, the problem reduces to a single distance headway, with only the event of a node
entering the cluster causing the cluster-membership change. In this case, the first passage time analysis










Figure 4.4: A cluster with NCMr = 3 and XCM = {X0, X1, X2, X3}.
Since the change in cluster-membership occurs at the edge of the cluster, the value
of XNCMr in the system, XCM , is critical to identify the change. Notice that, initially,
the distance headway XNCMr can only be in a state kNCMr ∈ [NR −
∑NCMr−1
i=0 ki, Nmax].
Therefore, we propose to lump the (NCMr + 1)-dimensional Markov chain into partitions
(lumped states) Ω′0,Ω
′
2, . . .Ω
′
NL−1, such that each lumped state Ω
′
i = {(s0, s1, . . . , sNCMr )}
contains all super states that have the first NCMr states, i.e., (s0, s1, . . . , sNCMr−1), as
permutations of each other4. We refer to this chain as edge lumped Markov chain. Further-
more, divide the lumped states into three sets, ΩI , ΩL and ΩE, such that a lumped state
Ω′i = {(s0, s2, . . . , sNCMr )} belongs to i) ΩI , if
∑NCMr−1
i=0 si < NR, and
∑NCMr
i=0 si ≥ NR; ii)
ΩL, if
∑NCMr−1
i=0 si ≥ NR; and iii) ΩE, if
∑NCMr
i=0 si < NR. Let MNCM be the transition
probability matrix of the described lumped markov chain. The time for the first cluster-
membership change to occur, TCM1r(Ωk), is the first passage time for system XCM to transit
from super state ICM ∈ Ωk ∈ ΩI to any state in ΩL (i.e., when a node leaves the cluster)
or ΩE (i.e., when a node enters the cluster). To find the distribution of TCM1r(Ωk), we force
the lumped states in ΩE and ΩL to become one absorbing state. Following the same steps
as in Section 4.1, the cdf of TCM1r(Ωk) can be derived as




M̃NCM (Ωk,Ωj)FTCM1r(Ωj)(m− 1), m ≥ 1
(4.10)
where M̃NCM is the probability transition matrix of the new absorbing lumped Markov chain
4Since the (NCMr + 1)-dimensional Markov chain is lumpable into partitions Ω1,Ω2, . . .ΩNL−1, Ωi =
{(s0, s1, . . . , sNCMr )} contains all super states that are permutations of each other according to Theorem
1. Then, it is lumpable into partitions that are subsets of Ω0,Ω2, . . .ΩNL−1.
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with ÑL states, such that the (ÑL − 1)th state is the single absorbing state containing all
states in ΩE and ΩL.
For a random initial state of XCM , the probability that XCM is initially in lumped







, Ki = NR −
∑NCMr−1
u=0 su,
where fi is the stationary distribution of lumped state Ωi = {(s0, s2, . . . , sNCMr−1)} of the
NCMr -dimensional Markov chain lumped according to Theorem 1. Hence, the cdf of the
time interval between the time instant when the cluster is initially formed till the first














where (i, sNCMr ) is the state index of the distance headway of the N
th
CMr
CM in the ith
lumped state.
4.2.2 Time period between successive changes of cluster- mem-
bership
In the previous subsection, we have analysed the time interval from initial cluster formation
to the first cluster-membership change. In order to have a better measure of internal cluster
stability, we analyse the time interval between two successive cluster-membership changes
in this subsection. Let TCM denote the time interval between two consecutive membership
changes of a cluster. Notice that the cluster-membership change rate, i.e. the rate at
which nodes enter or leave the cluster, is the reciprocal of TCM . We focus on one side of
the cluster in this subsection, since a similar derivation for the other side can be done.
To derive the distribution of TCM , the first step is to find the distribution of ICM at
the time when the first cluster-membership change occurs. In order to do this, first we
make the lumped states in sets ΩE and ΩL of the lumped Markov chain absorbing, without
combining them into one state. The result is an absorbing markov chain and let M ′CM
be its probability transition matrix. Then the probability of absorption in lumped state











































(Ωi,ΩE) denotes the (Ωi,ΩE)











are the probabilities that the first cluster-membership change occurs
due to a vehicle entering the cluster and leaving the cluster, respectively. When calculating
the time interval between successive cluster-membership changes, the examined system
changes. Let XCME and XCML be the systems of distance headways of the CH and the nodes
on one side of the cluster when the first cluster-membership change occurs due to a node
entering the cluster and a node leaving the cluster, respectively. For example, if system
XCM is absorbed in lumped state Ωi = {(s0, s1, . . . sNCMr )}, then the initial lumped state
for system XCML is {(s0, s1, . . . sNCMr−1)} if Ωi ∈ ΩL and the initial lumped state for system
XCME is {(s0, s1, . . . sNCMr , sNCMr+1)} if Ωi ∈ ΩE, where sNCMr+1 ∈ [NR−
∑NCMr
i=0 si, Nmax].
Let Ω′e be the lumped state for system XCME corresponding to lumped state Ωe for XCM ,
and let Ω′l be the lumped state for system XCML corresponding to lumped state Ωl for XCM .
Additionally, let δE′e equal δEe weighted by the stationary distribution (B.2) to account for
the added distance headway in the system, XCME . The cdf of the time interval between












4.3 Numbers of common CMs and unclustered nodes
between clusters
In Section 4.1, the time for the first change in cluster-overlap state along with the cluster-





Figure 4.5: Illustration of the alternating renewal process between overlapping and
non-overlapping time periods.
of the change in overlap-state as a measure of external cluster stability, it is a binary metric.
A quantitative metric that describes in detail the level of external stability is desired.
One quantitative measure is the number of nodes located between the clusters. That is,
the number of nodes shared between overlapping clusters and the number of nodes left
unclustered between disjoint clusters. The number of common nodes between neighboring
clusters is an indicator of the level of intercluster communication interference that can occur
during the overlapping period. On the other hand, during the non-overlapping period, the
number of unclustered nodes between disjoint clusters is an indicator of the portion of
network nodes that are left unserved by the clustered structure.
Given initially overlapping neighboring clusters, vehicles can enter and leave the over-
lapping/unclustered region. Additionally, the cluster-overlap state may change over time.
Therefore, in this section we investigate the system of two neighboring clusters in terms the
change of the numbers of common CMs and unclustered nodes between the two clusters
along with the change in the cluster-overlap state. Since the system of distance headways
between the neighboring clusters, Xc, constructs a finite irreducible lumped Markov chain,
there exists an infinite sequence of cluster-overlapping and cluster-non-overlapping time
periods [72]. Therefore, the overlap state between clusters fluctuates between overlapping
and non-overlapping scenarios.
Let {η(m),m = 0, 1, . . . } be a stochastic process with state space {−1, 1}. If
∑Nc
i=0
Xi(m) < 2R, i.e., the clusters overlap, then η(m) = −1; otherwise, η(m) = 1. Denote by
ζ1, θ1, ζ2, θ2, . . . the lengths of successive intervals spent in states -1 and 1, respectively,
where ζ1, ζ2, . . . are i.i.d. and θ1, θ2, . . . are i.i.d.. The process {η(m)} alternates between
states -1 and 1, as shown in Figure 4.5, which is referred to as alternating renewal process
[70]. Since we assume that the clusters are initially overlapping, then η(0) = −1 and
ζk = T
k
ov, and θk = T
k
nov, i.e., k
th cluster-overlapping period and the kth cluster-non-
overlapping period, respectively. We assume that the T kov’s are i.i.d. with cdf (4.5) and the
T knov’s time periods are i.i.d. with cdf (4.7) and they are independent of one another
5. The
5Index k is dropped from T kov and T
k




















Figure 4.6: Illustration of the events that cause a vehicle to (a) enter the overlapping
region and (b) leave the unclustered region between neighboring clusters.
kth cycle is composed of ζk and θk.
4.3.1 Node interarrival time during an overlapping/non- over-
lapping period
During an overlapping/non-overlapping period, vehicles enter and leave the overlapping/
unclustered region resulting in a change in the number of common/unclustered nodes
between neighboring clusters. Consider two overlapping clusters. A vehicle can enter the
overlapping region from either of the clusters. Let Ti and TIi be the first arrival time and
the interarrival time of nodes to the overlapping region, respectively. We are interested in
the arrival times that cause an increase in the number of common nodes in the two clusters.
The time for the first node entering the overlapping region is Ti = min(T (eir1), T (eil2)),
where eir1 is the event that a vehicle enters the following cluster from the right side of its
CH, and eil2 is the event that a vehicle enters the leading cluster from the left side of its CH




We assume that T (eir1) and T (eil2) are independent. The times, T (eir1) and T (eil2) can
then be calculated independently by applying the first passage time analysis on two edge
lumped Markov chains, each identifying the hop edge node of its corresponding cluster,
as in Subsection 4.2.1. However, we propose to approximate the distributions of T (eir1)
and T (eil2) by calculating them from a fully lumped Markov chain with the initial dis-
tribution calculated from the state space of the edge lumped Markov chain. Since the
distributions of T (eir1) and T (eil2) are the same, we will focus on one of them only,
say T (eir1). Let SE be a set of states of the edge lumped Markov chain for a clus-
ter with NCMr nodes, such that a lumped state Ωi = {s0, s1, . . . , sNCMr} belongs to SE
if
∑NCMr−1
i=0 si < NR and
∑NCMr
i=0 si ≥ NR. Let {πE,i}
|SE |
i=1 be the stationary distribu-
tion of the edge lumped Markov chain. Furthermore, divide the lumped states of the
fully lumped Markov chain representing system XCM into two sets, ΩR and ΩRc . A
lumped state Ωi = {s0, s1, . . . , sNCMr} belongs to ΩR if
∑NCMr
i=0 si < NR and to ΩRc
otherwise. Let T (eir1,Ωk) be the first occurrence time of event eir1 given that system
XCM is initially in lumped state Ωk ∈ ΩR. Using the recursive formula (4.1), we have




M̃NCM (Ωj,Ωk)FT (eir1,Ωk)(m − 1). The cdf of










πE,i is the initial probability distribution of states Ωj ∈ ΩR and O(Ωi) is
a function that maps a lumped state from edge lumped markov chain to the corresponding
one in the fully markov chain, note that ωj = 0 if @Ωi ∈ SE s.t.O(Ωi) = Ωj ∀Ωi ∈ SE and
Ωj ∈ ΩR.
In order to calculate the probability distribution of node interarrival time to the over-
lapping region, the probability distribution of the state of the system when a node first
enters the cluster needs to be calculated. Consider a cluster with NCMr − 1 nodes at time
zero. When a node enters the cluster, system XCM representing the NCMr CMs can only
be in an edge lumped state Ωi = {s0, s1, . . . , sNCMr} s.t. the first NCMr states construct
a lumped state, Ωk = {s0, s1, . . . , sNCMr−1}, in a fully lumped Markov chain for system
XCM , that satisfies i) Ωk ∈ ΩR and ii) M̃NCM (Ωk,ΩÑL−1) > 0. That is, Ωk ∈ ΩR is di-
rectly accessible from a lumped state in ΩRc . As a result, the node interarrival time to the
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is the probability distribution of the initial
state when a node just entered the cluster, and M̃NCM−1 is the probability transition ma-
trix of the absorbing lumped Markov chain that represents system {X0, X1, . . . , XNCMr−1}.
The cdf of the node interarrival time to the overlapping region is given by
FTIi(m) = 1− (1− FT (eIir1)(m))
2. (4.15)
When two clusters become disjoint, vehicles enter and leave the unclustered region. Let us
consider the node interdeparture time from the unclustered region that causes the number
of unclustered nodes to decrease, denoted by TIo. Nodes can leave the unclustered region
and enter either of the two clusters. It can be concluded that the time for a node to leave
the unclustered region is equal to the minimum of two time intervals T (eir1) and T (eil2), as
illustrated in Figure 4.6(b). Notice that the events that cause the node departure from the
unclustered region during a non-overlapping period are the same as those causing the node
arrival to the overlapping region during the overlapping period. Therefore, the distribution
of TIo can be calculated accordingly.
4.3.2 Steady-state distributions of the numbers of common CMs
and unclustered nodes
In this section we investigate the limiting behavior of the external cluster stability. Consid-
ering clusters initially formed to be partially overlapping, we examine the external cluster
stability under the assumption that cluster maintenance is not implemented. That is, we
want to answer two questions: After a long time, what is the probability that two neighbor-
ing clusters are overlapping (non-overlapping)? What is the probability distribution of the
number of common CMs (unclustered nodes) in the overlapping (unclustered) region?
The first question can be answered using the theory of alternating renewal process. The








, respectively [70]. For the second question, we propose to model the
problem as a storage buffer with a two-state random environment [73]. The buffer content
represents the number of nodes in the overlapping/unclustered region between neighboring
clusters. The two random states of the buffer are the overlapping and the non-overlapping
states which fluctuate according to the alternating renewal process as described earlier.
Let Ni(ζk) (No(θk)) be the numbers of nodes entering (leaving) the buffer during the k
th
overlapping period (non-overlapping period), respectively. Let Ni(∆t) (No(∆t)) be the
numbers of nodes entering (leaving) the overlapping (unclustered) region during an arbi-
trary time period, ∆t, respectively. The numbers Ni(∆t) and No(∆t) are point processes
corresponding to the i.i.d. interrenewal periods TIi and TIo, and representing the input
process (output process) of nodes to (from) the buffer, respectively. The mean and the
variance of the input process during an overlapping period and the output process during















respectively, where cTIi and cTIo are the coefficients of variation of TIi and TIo, respectively.
Consider the kth cycle. The buffer content at the beginning of the cycle is given by6
Bk = [Bk−1 +Ni(ζk−1)−No(θk−1)]+. Assuming that the processes Ni(ζk−1) and No(θk−1)
are non-decreasing for all k, the buffer content model can be associated with a G/G/1
queue [73]. In the queueing model, the service time of customer k − 1 is Sk−1 = Ni(ζk−1)
and the interarrival time between customers k − 1 and k is Ak−1 = No(θk−1). Then the
buffer content at the beginning of the kth cycle is the waiting time of the kth customer.
Therefore, the buffer content at an arbitrary time step, m, is equal to the virtual waiting
time (or the workload) of this G/G/1 queue [73] [74]. The virtual waiting time depicts the
remaining service time of all customers in the system at an arbitrary time step. Let V (m)
denote the virtual waiting time (buffer content) at an arbitrary time step m. The relation
between the virtual waiting time at the mth time step and the customer waiting time at
the beginning of a cycle is given by [73]
V (m) =






is equivalent to y = max(0, x)
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where n(m) = max{k ≥ 0 :
∑k
i=1 Ak ≤ m},m ≥ 0.
To find the limiting probability distribution of the buffer content (i.e., the number of
common/unclustered nodes between two neighboring clusters) a diffusion approximation
is used. The diffusion approximation is a second order-approximation that uses the first
two moments of the service and interarrival times of the G/G/1 queue [75]. Let ρ =
E[Sk]/E[Ak] be the intensity factor. A steady-state distribution of the buffer content
















, n ≥ 0 (4.19)
where χg = ρ − 1 and λ2g =
E[S2k]
E[Ak]
which can be calculated from (4.16) and (4.17). The
limiting probability distribution of the numbers of common CMs and unclustered nodes
between the two clusters can be described by the pmf (4.19) with probability Pov and
Pnov, respectively. Let PC0 and PU0 denote the limiting probabilities that there are zero
common CMs and zero unclustered nodes between neighboring clusters, respectively. These
probabilities are given by PC0 = PovPV (0) + Pnov, and PU0 = PnovPV (0) + Pov.
4.4 Results and Discussion
This section presents numerical results for the analysis of the proposed external and inter-
nal cluster stability metrics. The external cluster stability metrics are the time to the first
change of cluster-overlap state, Tov1 and the time interval between successive changes of
cluster-overlap state (cluster-overlapping period, Tov and cluster-non-overlapping period,
Tnov). The internal cluster stability metrics are the time to the first change of cluster-
Table 4.1: System parameters in simulation and analysis of Chapter 4
Traffic flow
condition D(veh/km) E[NCMr ] E[Nc]
Uncongested 9 2 3
Near-capacity 26 4 5
Congested 42 6 8
R (meter) Nmax Xc(0) XCM(0)
160 9 {0,1,1,1,1,2} {1,1,1,1,5}
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Figure 4.7: The pmfs of (a) the number of nodes between two neighboring CHs, Nc
and (b) the number of nodes in a cluster NCMr , calculated from simulating
a simple weighted clustering of vehicles.
membership, TCM1, and the time between successive cluster-membership changes, TCM .
Additionally, numerical results are presented for pmfs of the steady-state numbers of com-
mon CMs and unclustered nodes between two neighbouring clusters. We consider a con-
nected VANET in three traffic flow conditions, uncongested, near-capacity, and congested,
each corresponding to a set of parameters listed in Table 4.1. For values of Nc and NCMr
at the 0th time step, we simulate a simple weighted clustering algorithm, where CHs are
chosen with the minimum average relative speed to its one-hop neighbors, such that each
vehicle belongs to a cluster and no two CHs are one-hop neighbors (i.e., similar to the use
of mobility information for clustering in [12, 22]). The distance headways of vehicles on
the highway follow a truncated exponential, gamma, and Gaussian distributions for the
uncongested, near-capacity, and congested traffic flow conditions, respectively. The vehi-
cles’ speeds are i.i.d. and are normally distributed with mean 100 kilometer per hour and
standard deviation of 10 kilometer per hour [1]. Figure 4.7 plots the probability distribu-
tions of Nc and NCMr for the resulting clusters from simulating the clustering algorithm.
Initially, we set Nc to its average value from the cluster formation results. For D = 42
vehicles per kilometer (veh/km), we set Ic and ICM to the states with highest probability
of occurrence at the cluster formation stage. The Markov-chain distance headway model
has the following parameters: Nmax = 9, each state covers 20 meters range of distance
headways, the time step is equal to 2 seconds, and the transition probabilities are tuned
according to the results in [51]. Based on these parameters, we generate time series of dis-
tance headway data according to the microscopic mobility model, using MATLAB. Each
simulation consists of 20,000 iterations.
Figure 4.8 compares the distribution of the state of system Xc, when the second over-
lapping state occurs, calculated using the exact derivation (4.4) and the proposed approx-
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Figure 4.8: The pmf, φi = P (Ic ∈ Ωi), of system Xc being in lumped state Ωi ∈ ΩOV at
the instant when the second overlapping cluster state occurs.
imation (4.6). The values on the x-axis represent arbitrary IDs given to the lumped states
Ωi ∈ ΩOV . The results from the proposed approximation shows close agreement with the
exact and the simulation results.
Figure 4.9 plots the pmf of the time interval for the first change in cluster overlapping
state, for (a) a given initial state of Xc and (b) when averaging over random initial states,
respectively. The theoretical results for the pmfs of the cluster-overlapping period are
calculated from the cdf in (4.5). The calculated pmf of Tov in Figure 4.9(c) is based
on the approximation given in Figure 4.8. The distribution of Tov1(Ωk) changes with Ic
belonging to different lumped states Ωk. The distribution of Tov1 describes the average time
before the first cluster-overlap change for a randomly picked cluster in the network. When
clusters overlap, the cluster-overlapping period is equal to the time period between two
successive cluster-ovelap state changes (i.e., the time period of invariant cluster-overlap
state). Note that the average time for the first change of cluster-overlap state is larger
than the average time period between successive changes of cluster-overlap state. When
the second overlapping state occurs between neighouring clusters, the clusters state is closer
to non-overlapping than that when the clusters are initially formed, on average. That is,
the clusters state can only be in the accessible lumped states (ΩOV 1 in Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.10 plots the pmf of the time period from the cluster formation till the time
step that a first change in cluster-membership occurs for (a) a given initial state ICM ∈ Ωk
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Figure 4.9: The pmfs of (a) the time to the first change in cluster-overlap state,
Tov1(Ωk), for Ic = {0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2} ∈ Ωk when the clusters are initially formed;
(b) the time to the first change in cluster-overlap state Tov1; and (c) the
cluster-overlapping time period, Tov, when D = 26 veh/km.
Figure 4.10: The pmfs of (a) the time to the first change in cluster-membership,
TCM1(Ωk), for ICM = {1, 1, 1, 1, 5} ∈ Ωk when the cluster is initially formed;
(b) the time to the first change in cluster-membership, TCM1; and (c)
the time period between two successive cluster-membership changes,
TCM , when D = 26 veh/km.
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Figure 4.11: The pmf of the interarrival time of nodes to the overlapping region
when Nc = 5 and D = 26 veh/km.
and (b) a random initial state, and (c) the pmf of the time period between successive
cluster-membership changes. The theoretical results for the pmfs of TCM1(Ωk) and TCM1
are calculated from the cdfs in (4.10) and (4.11), respectively. The pmf of the time pe-
riod between successive cluster-membership changes is calculated from the cdf in (4.12)
and is plotted in Figure 4.10. The simulation results closely agree with the theoretical
calculations. It is observed that, when the first change in cluster membership occurs after
the cluster formation, the second change in cluster membership has a higher probability
of occurring in a shorter time period. This reflects the effect of a wireless link between
a CM and CH fluctuating between connecting and disconnecting states in a short period
of time. The impact of this fluctuation can lead to frequent re-clustering that drains the
precious VANET radio resources. Some clustering algorithms for VANETs aims to localize
the impact of this fluctuation within the clusters [12, 15, 36]7. Figure 4.11 plots the pmf of
the first arrival time of nodes into the overlapping region Teir1 , for a near-capacity traffic
flow condition. The exact theoretical value is calculated from the edge Markov chain as
explained in Appendix A.4, whereas the approximated value is calculated from the fully
lumped Markov chain using (4.13). The results show that approximating the node-arrival
time to the overlapping/unclustered region using the fully lumped Markov chain is ade-
quate.
Figure 4.12 and (Figure B.2 in the Appendix) plot the pmfs of the cluster-overlapping,
Tov, and the cluster-non-overlapping, Tnov, time periods for different vehicle densities when
Nc is set to the average values in Table 4.1. The time interval between successive changes of
7Figure B.1, in Appendix B, plots the pmfs of the time interval between two successive cluster-
membership changes for different vehicle densities.
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cluster-overlap state is equal to Tov (Tnov) when the two clusters are overlapping (disjoint).
Notice that the vehicle density has little impact on the distribution of the overlapping/non-
overlapping periods when Nc is set to the average value. However, this is not true for all Nc.
Figure 4.13 plots the average cluster-overlapping and the average cluster-non-overlapping
time periods for different numbers of nodes between neighbouring clusters, Nc. The aver-
age values are calculated using (4.8) and the values of Nc are from the clustering results in
Figure 4.7. For a fixed Nc, the average cluster-overlapping period is larger for a larger den-
sity, whereas the average cluster-non-overlapping period is smaller for a larger density. The
reason is that, in a congested traffic flow conditions, the distance headways are small when
compared to those in an uncongested traffic flow condition. Therefore, for the same Nc, the
cumulative distances are smaller for a high density. It should be noted that the large values
of average cluster-overlapping time periods for Nc = 1 are due to the connected network
assumption. Figure 4.13 shows that, as Nc increases, the average cluster-overlapping pe-
riod reduces and the average cluster-non-overlapping period increases for the same traffic
flow condition.
To investigate the limiting behavior of the number of vehicles in the overlapping/
unclustered region, we first calculate the two parameters χg and λ
2
g for the three vehicle
densities. Notice that the distributions (4.5), (4.7), and (4.15) are all conditional on the
initial cluster state in terms of Nc and NCMr . Therefore, in the calculation of χg and







Ii(n)], where Tov(n) is the cluster-overlapping time period for two
clusters separated byNc = n nodes and TIi(n) is the node interarrival time for a cluster with
NCMr = n nodes, respectively. The calculations are done for near-capacity and congested
traffic flow conditions only. The reason is that the diffusion approximation assumes that the
point processes Ni(ζk) and No(θk) are normally distributed according to the central limit
theorem. This assumption is not satisfied for an uncongested traffic flow, due to a relatively
small number of vehicles between two clusters as shown in Figure 4.7. The intensity factor
is found to be ρ = 1.0143 and 1.3172 for D = 26 and 42 veh/km, respectively. As a result,
the steady-state distribution does not exist. However, consider only Nc ≥ E[Nc] for both
cases, we find that ρ = 0.33, and 0.64 for D = 26, and 42 veh/km, respectively. Figure
4.14 plots the steady-state probability distributions for the non-zero number of vehicles
in the overlapping/unclustered region when Nc ≥ E[Nc] for near-capacity and congested
traffic flow conditions. The theoretical results are normalized to the value 1−PV (0), since
the probability distributions in Figure 4.14 represent the non-zero number of common
CMs with probability Pov and the non-zero number of unclustered nodes with probability
Pnov. The simulation results closely agree with the theoretical calculations. However,
there exist slight differences between simulation and theoretical results especially at the
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Figure 4.12: The pmf of cluster-overlapping time period with vehicle density of (a)
D = 9, (b) D = 26, and (c) D = 42 veh/km.








































Figure 4.13: Average cluster-overlapping and cluster-non-overlapping time periods
for different Nc values with vehicle density D = 9, 26, and 42 veh/km.
The values of Nc are those in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.14: The steady-state pmfs of buffer content, i.e., the number of non-zero
nodes in the overlapping/non-overlapping period, for (a) D = 26 and
(b) D = 42 veh/km.
values of n = 5 and n = 8, for D = 26 and 42 veh/km, respectively. This is mainly
due to complete overlapping between neighboring clusters. When two clusters completely
overlap, i.e., become one hop neighbors, all the nodes between them become common
nodes, however no additional nodes can enter the overlapping region. This is not accounted
for in our model. According to many clustering algorithms, when two CHs become one
hop neighbors, they merge into a single cluster [12, 15, 23]. Figure 4.14 shows that the
simulation results excluding the complete cluster overlapping data are in closer agreement
with the theoretical results in comparison with simulation results that include the complete
cluster overlapping data. Additionally, the numerical and simulation results for the limiting
probabilities of having zero common CMs and zero unclustered nodes are given in Table
4.2.
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Table 4.2: Limiting probabilities of zero common CMs/unclustered nodes
D(veh/km) Simulation Theoretical
PC0 26 0.86 0.78
PC0 42 0.69 0.67
PU0 26 0.57 0.47
PU0 42 0.52 0.56
4.5 Summary
This chapter presents a stochastic analysis of single-hop cluster stability in a highway
VANET with focus on a single lane. The time periods of invariant cluster-overlap state
and cluster-membership are proposed as measures of external and internal cluster stability,
respectively. A stochastic mobility model that describes the time variations of individual
distance headways is adopted in the analysis. The system of distance headways that govern
the changes in the overlap state and the cluster membership is modeled by a discrete-time
lumped Markov chain. The first passage time analysis is employed to derive the distribu-
tions of the proposed cluster stability metrics. The analysis provides insights about the
time periods during which a cluster is likely to remain unchanged in terms of its cluster-
membership and its overlap state with neighboring clusters. Additionally, the limiting
probability distributions of the numbers of common and unclustered nodes between neigh-
boring clusters are approximated using queuing theory and diffusion approximation. The
probability distributions derived for the proposed cluster stability metrics can be utilized




Node clustering is an approach to improve the scalability of routing protocols in VANETs
as discussed in Section 1.5. Cluster-based routing protocols proposed in the literature aim
to minimize the routing overhead and scale to an increased node density. In the first part
of this chapter we analyze the impact of steady-state cluster characteristics in terms of the
cluster size and the cluster-overlap on the routing overhead. Mesoscopic vehicle mobility
models are adopted to analyze the overhead for four generic cluster-based routing protocols,
each using either proactive and reactive routing strategies for inter- or intra- cluster routing
protocols. Additionally, we calculate the steady-state cluster characteristics that minimize
the average routing overhead.
The second part of this chapter presents analysis of the impact of cluster instability
on control signalling overhead for one of the four generic routing protocols. We assume
that the clusters are formed with cluster characteristics that minimize the average routing
overhead for the considered generic routing protocol. The cluster stability model presented
in Chapter 4 is used to capture the time variations of the cluster structure in terms of
the rates of change in cluster membership and the cluster-overlap state. The probability
distribution of the intracluster routing overhead is derived using the cluster membership
change rate. Furthermore, the intercluster routing overhead is modeled as a rooted tree
with the tree-nodes representing the value of the overhead and the tree-edges weighted
by the probability of cluster-overlap state changes. Numerical results are presented to
evaluate the proposed models, which demonstrate a close agreement between analytical
and simulation results.
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5.1 Steady-state cluster characteristics for generic rout-
ing
In this section, we analyze the impact of the cluster characteristics (K and lo) and the
corresponding cluster parameters (Lc, Lo, NCM , and NCCM) on the performance of generic
routing protocols on a stationary network scenario. To capture the effect of cluster charac-
teristics on the network protocol performance, we use mesoscopic vehicle mobility models.
Consider the system model described in Chapter 2. Every node generates information
packets with a constant rate of ω packets per second (pkt/s) and the destination is equally
likely to be any other node in the network. We consider both generic proactive and reactive
routing strategies for inter- and intra- cluster routing protocols. For example, a protocol
that uses reactive intercluster routing and proactive intracluster routing is referred to as a
reactive-proactive cluster-based routing protocol. As a result, we have four generic cluster-
based routing protocols, i.e., proactive-proactive (pp), reactive-reactive (rr), proactive-
reactive (pr), and reactive-proactive (rp). When generic proactive routing is used in a flat
network, every node has complete information of the network topology. This is achieved
by flooding local node information with every other node in the network and maintaining
the topology information by frequent updates. The nodes send out topology updates at a
fixed rate to account for location changes. In generic flat reactive routing, a source node
initiates a route discovery process in which a route request packet is flooded throughout
the network. Let ψf,n denote the flooding overhead in terms of the number of packets
needed to flood a packet to n − 1 nodes, n = 2, 3, . . . , NHWY − 1. When a node floods a
packet to the other NHWY − 1 nodes, every receiving node regenerates and rebroadcasts
the same message until all the NHWY − 1 nodes receive it with a flooding overhead of
ψf,NHWY = NHWY packets.
5.1.1 Routing overhead components
We calculate the total routing overhead in terms of the number of exchanged packets per
second that are necessary for the operation of the generic routing protocols. Note that
a regenerated packet by an intermediate node contributes to the routing overhead. We
divide the total routing overhead into the following three terms: i) the clustering overhead
ψc, which represents the message signaling required to maintain the clusters while the
routing protocol is in operation; ii) the intracluster routing overhead ψIntra corresponding
to the portion of routing overhead needed within the cluster; and iii) the intercluster
routing overhead ψInter, which counts for the messaging needed between clusters. The
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total routing overhead has the three main components and is given by
ψT = ψc + ψIntra + ψInter. (5.1)
Given a set of clusters, each CH will send a hello packet (CH-Hello) to all its CMs at the
beginning of the cluster maintenance cycle. Upon receiving a CH-Hello packet, each CM
replies with a CM-Hello packet. A CH-Hello/CM-Hello packet contains information about
node’s ID, position, speed, acceleration, and direction of movement. The exchange of hello
packets between CH and its CMs and visa versa allows every CM to know its CH and
every CH to know its CMs. No additional exchange of hello packets is required since all
the nodes will know their single-hop neighbors from the cluster maintenance messaging.
We use the same general computation for cluster maintenance overhead as in [6], where a
CH floods a CH-Hello packet within its cluster with an overhead of ψf,NCM , and every CM
that is i (≤ K) hops away from the CH requires i packets to deliver its CM-Hello reply
packet to its CH. Therefore the cluster maintenance overhead is given by
ψc = δc(Σ
K
i=1Nii+ opNCM)NCH . (5.2)
where δc is the rate of CH-Hello packets per CH (in pkt/s), Ni is the number of nodes that
are i (≤ K) hops away from the CH, and op ∈ (0, 1] is a protocol specific optimizing factor.
A unity op corresponds to the simple flooding overhead, op < 1 reduces the overhead by
a factor of op from that of the flooding overhead. The overhead calculations for ψIntra
depend on the type of intracluster routing protocol used.
When a proactive intracluster routing is used, at the beginning of the topology update
cycle, every CM shares its local topology information with every other CM in the same
cluster, which requires ψf,NCM packets. With this exchange, every CM has the route
information to every destination in the cluster. Each cluster contributes N2CM packets per





where δIntra is the intracluster topology update rate per node (in pkt/s). When a reactive
protocol is used for intracluster routing, topology control messages need not be exchanged.
However, when a source needs to transmit a packet to a certain destination, a route discov-
ery process is triggered. If the source and destination are in the same cluster, which occurs
with a probability PIntra = NCM/NHWY , a route request packet is flooded throughout the
cluster only, which requires ψf,NCM packets. Since there are ωNHWY data packets to be
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transmitted per second, the reactive intracluster routing overhead is
ψIntrar = opωNHWY PIntraNCM . (5.4)
After the route is discovered, the information is unicasted to the source and flooding is
not required. The number of route reply packets is usually much less than the number of
packets required in the route discovery process and hence is not considered at this stage.
As for ψInter, when proactive intercluster routing is used, each CH broadcasts local
cluster topology information to other CHs. Let ΦCH denote the number of packets needed
to broadcast a CH packet to a neighboring CH. When the network is split into non-
overlapping clusters, ΦCH = 2k + 1 packets are required to broadcast a packet from a CH
to a neighboring CH. Note that a packet is required to cross the border of the cluster to
the neighboring cluster. With the exchange of local cluster topology information among
the CHs, the cluster-level route information is available at every CH (i.e., the sequence
of clusters from the source to the destination). Hence, the proactive intercluster routing




where δInter is the rate at which the CH exchanges local cluster topology information.
When reactive intercluster routing is used, only if the source and destination are in dif-
ferent clusters, which occurs with probability PInter = 1− PIntra, a route request packet is
broadcasted on a cluster level, requiring ΦCHNCH packets. Thus the intercluster reactive
routing overhead is given by
ψInterr = opωNHWY PInterΦCHNCH . (5.6)
Routing overhead with overlapping clusters
Consider two adjacent clusters that share a single node; in this case, 2k packets are required
to broadcast a packet from a CH to a neighboring CH. In general, increasing the overlap-
ping between clusters (in terms of hop number, distance (Lo) or node number (NCCM))
reduces the signalling between neighboring clusters. Let ξ be the overlapping gain, which
is the decrease in the number of packets needed to broadcast a packet from a CH to a
neighboring CH due to overlapping from that of the disjoint case. However, the increased
overlapping not only increases the overall number of clusters, but also increases the intra-
cluster messaging, since the common nodes in the overlapping region, NCCM , should report
back to both CHs. The number of clusters, NCH , increases by a factor of (1 − lo)−1 from
that in the disjoint case. Therefore, NCH =
L
(1−lo)Lc . The only overhead component that
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changes with the overlapping is the cluster level broadcast overhead, ψCH . Other compo-
nents are affected by the increase of NCH only. With the increase of the lo, ΦCH decreases
according to the overlapping gain, ξ, which depends on the number of overlapping hops
between clusters. The maximum allowed overlapping length between neighboring clusters
is when neighboring CHs are K hops away from each other i.e., Lo = Lc/2 or lo = 0.5.
Hence, ΦCH can be generalized to
ΦCH = 2k + 1− ξ. (5.7)
5.1.2 Total cluster-based routing overhead
Let ψpp, ψrr, ψpr, and ψrp denote the total routing overhead for proactive-proactive, reactive-
reactive, proactive-reactive, and reactive-proactive cluster-based routing protocols, respec-
tively. The total routing overhead for each of the four routing strategies can be calculated
by summing ψc and the corresponding intra- and inter- cluster routing overhead compo-
nents. In order to calculate the average total routing overhead, we derive the probability
distributions of the cluster parameters Lc and NCM in the next section. The remaining
cluster parameters are functions of these two. The distributions are mapped from the
distance headway distributions, i.e, the mesoscopic vehicle mobility models.
As defined in the system model (Section 2.1), the cluster length, Lc, extends to K hops
on both sides of the cluster. Therefore, the probability distributions of the hops lengths are
needed to derive the distribution of Lc. The length of the second hop H2 is with respect to
the node at the first hop edge (as shown in Figure 5.1), and so on. There exists an empty
gap after the ith hop with a length Gi = R − Hi, where Hi denotes the length of the ith
hop, i ≥ 1. Given a mesoscopic model, the distance headways of vehicles are i.i.d. with
pdf fX(x) and cdf FX(x). As discussed in Section 3.2, the pdf of H1 is given by (3.4) and
(3.5) for low and intermediate vehicle densities, respectively. The pdf of the length of the
first gap, G1, is given by fG1(g1) = | ddg1 (R− g1)|fH1(R− g1) = fH1(R− g1). The length of
the second hop is dependent on the first gap since (H2 > G1). Similar to the derivation of
the first hop, the conditional cdf of the second hop length is equal to the probability that
the length of the second hop is less than a value h2, given that there exists at least one
node in the first hop h1. This can be generalized to the length of the i
th hop, i > 1 with
the following conditional cdf
FHi|Gi−1(hi|gi−1) =












Figure 5.1: Illustration of the mapping of distance headways to three consecutive
hops from a reference node, where Hi and Gi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the i
th hop
and the ith gap, respectively.








γ(z, λ(R− gi−1 − α))
[fX(R− hi)γ(z, λ(hi − gi−1 − α)
+fX(hi − gi−1)Γ(z, λ(R− hi − α))], gi−1 ≤ hi ≤ R− α(5.10)
for low and intermediate vehicle densities, respectively. It can be shown, that the difference
between the pdfs of successive hop lengths reduce as the number of hops increase. The
reason is that the effect of the pdf of H1 vanishes as we calculate the pdf of the length
of further hops. However, when the product RD is large enough, the difference between
the pdfs reduces. When RD →∞, fHi(hi)→ fH1(hi) from (3.4) and (5.9) for low vehicle
density and from (3.5) and (5.10) for intermediate vehicle density. Therefore, for large
RD, the gap lengths are i.i.d. with pdfs that are approximated by (2.1) and (2.3) for low
and intermediate vehicle densities, respectively.
The cluster length is upper bounded by 2kR since the length of the hop is upper
bounded by R. The reference node for the first hop length H1 is the CH. Consequently,
the reference node for the second hop H2 is the CM at the first hop edge (node A in Figure
5.2), and so on. The cluster length can be calculated by Lc = 2
∑k
i=1 Hi + 2GK , where
Hi is the length of the i
th from the CH, with conditional pdfs (5.9) and (5.10) for low and
intermediate traffic densities, respectively. The Kth gap length, GK , is included in the



















Figure 5.2: Three 2-hop disjoint clusters, each with a length of Lc which is upper
bounded by 4R.
to control the overlapping between clusters. Since Gi = R−Hi, Lc can be re-written as




For a K-hop cluster, the distribution of the cluster length, Lc, depends on the distribution
of the sum of K − 1 gaps, K > 1. The length of a single hop cluster is fixed, i.e., Lc = 2R.
For a low traffic density, we assume that DR is large enough such that the gaps lengths are
i.i.d. with the pdf (2.1). Given that Gi’s are i.i.d. and Gi ∼ Exp(D), the sum
∑K−1
i=1 Gi is
a random variable with an Erlang distribution, having shape and scale parameters equal
to K − 1 and D, respectively, denoted by
∑K−1
i=1 Gi ∼ Erlang(K − 1, D). From (5.11), the








. Therefore, for a K-hop








, zl = K − 1, and αl = 2kR are the scale, shape and location parameters of
the Lc distribution, respectively, and ε = P (
∑K−1
i=1 Gi ≤ (K − 1)R) is a constant due to
truncation. On the other hand, for an intermediate vehicle density, we assume that λR
is large such that the gap lengths are i.i.d. with pdf (2.3). Using Laplace transform, the
moment generation functions of the gap length and the sum of K−1 gap lengths are given
by MGi(s) = e
−αs(1 + s/λ)−z and M∑K−1
i Gi
(s) = e−(K−1)α(1 + s/λ)−(K−1)z, respectively.
The pdf of
∑K−1






(K−1)z−1e−λ(l−(K−1)α), (K−1)α ≤ l ≤ ∞. That is, the
sum of K−1 Pearson type III (λ, zi, αi) distributed random variables is a random variable




i (αi)). As a result,
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, zl = (K − 1)z and αl = 2kR− 2α(K − 1) are the scale, shape, and location
parameters for the distribution of Lc, respectively, and ε = P (
∑K−1
i=1 Gi ≤ (K− 1)(R−α))
is a constant due to truncation. According to our definition of the overlapping gain, ξ, in
Section 5.1.1, ξ can be calculated by
ξ =

0, Lo < GK
1, GK ≤ Lo < GK +HK
j + 1, GK +
∑j
i=1 HK−i ≤ Lo < GK +
∑j+1
i=1 HK−i
K + 1, Lo = Lc/2.
(5.14)
The value of ξ can be seen as the integer component of the number of cluster hops covered
by Lo. The discrete nature of the overlapping gain is due to the mapping between the
number of hops and the overlapping length. The number of nodes in a cluster, NCM ,
depends primarily on the inter-vehicle distances and the length of the cluster. Given
the length of the cluster, the distribution of NCM can be found by deriving the count
distribution that corresponds to the inter-vehicle distance distribution. For a low vehicle
density, the inter-vehicle distances are exponentially distributed (∼ Exp (1/D)); hence, the
corresponding count distribution is Poisson (∼ Pois(D)). For a low vehicle density, the





For an intermediate vehicle density, the corresponding pmf is obtained using renewal theory.
Let νn =
∑K−1
i=1 Xi be the sum of n consecutive inter-vehicle distances. The variable
νn has a Pearson type III distribution (νn ∼ Pears(λ, nz, nα)). Since the inter-vehicle
distances are i.i.d., we have a renewal process. Let Nl be the number of nodes in a
road segment of length l. For a renewal process, the events Nl ≤ n and νn > l are
equivalent, therefore, P (Nl ≤ n) = P (νn > l). Hence, the fundamental relation between
the inter-distance distribution and the corresponding count distribution is given by P (Nl =
n) = Fνn(l) − Fνn+1(l) [70]. Given the cdf of νn ∼ Pears(λ, nz, nα) and cdf of νn+1 ∼
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Pears(λ, (n+ 1)z, (n+ 1)α), the corresponding count distribution is given by
P (Nl = n) =
γ(nz, λ(l − nα))
Γ(nz)
− γ((n+ 1)z, λ(l − (n+ 1)α))
Γ((n+ 1)z)
. (5.16)
For a recurrent renewal process, the asymptotic distribution of the number of renewals in
l, can be approximated by a normal distribution Nl ∼ Norm( lµ ,
lσ2
µ3
) [70]. Hence, given a










Using the derived distributions for NCM and Lc, we calculate the average and the variance
of the cluster-based routing overhead as discussed in the next Section.
5.1.3 Average cluster-based routing overhead
In this Section, we will find the average and variance of the cluster-based routing overhead
for the four generic routing protocols. To calculate the average overhead, the distributions
found in Subsection 5.1.2 are used to derive the statistical average for the overhead ex-
pressions (5.2)-(5.6). In our calculation of the averages and without loss of generality, we
assume the following: i) NHWY is independent of NCH and NCM ; ii) Ni’ s are i.i.d. and
are independent of NHWY , NCM and NCH ; iii) the cluster design parameters, K and lo, are
constant; and iv) ξ is calculated using (5.14) average values. Hence, the average overhead


























+ opωΦCH(E[NHWY ]E[NCH ]− E[NCHNCM ]) (5.20)













+ opωΦCH (E[NHWY ]E[NCH ]− E[NCMNCH ]) . (5.22)
We assume that the routing protocol will eliminate the redundancy in relaying topology
updates for the NCCM = loNCM nodes in (5.19) and (5.22). We evaluate the average
terms in the previous equations based on probability theory. For example,E [NCMNCH ] =
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(1−lo)µ . Similarly E [N
2
CMNCH ] = E [NCHE






, for an intermediate vehicle density. In the same fashion,


















From (5.19)-(5.22), we notice that increasing the cluster size K increases the intraclus-
ter routing overhead due to the increased number of nodes belonging to each cluster, from
(5.3) and (5.4). On the other hand, increasing K reduces the average number of clusters
NCH and hence decreases the inter-cluster routing overhead according to (5.5) and (5.6). In-
creasing/decreasing the overlapping between neighboring clusters increases/decreases both
ξ and NCH , which have an opposite impact on the routing overhead, based on (5.7). Hence,
the cluster characteristics that minimize the total routing overhead for the different generic
cluster-based routing protocols should be further studied.
5.1.4 Numerical results
This section presents numerical results that show the impact of the cluster size and the
cluster overlapping on the total routing overhead. We consider a single lane highway
segment of length L = 20km and a transmission range of R = 250m. The minimum
distance headway for intermediate vehicle density is chosen to be α = 10m. Without
loss of generality, we fix the topology update rate to the value proposed in [77]: δInter =
δIntra = 0.2pkt/s. Since we focus on generic routing protocols, op is set to unity. We also
fix the information packet generation rate and the cluster maintenance update rate at the
same value as δInter and δIntra, since our aim is to study the impact of clustering on the
performance of the protocols for steady state conditions.
Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) plot the average total routing overhead, normalized to the
average node number, versus the cluster size K for a low vehicle density of 15veh/km and
an intermediate traffic density of 25veh/km with σ = 1
2D
, respectively. The node densities
for different traffic flow condition are chosen according to Table 1.1. The cluster size K
varies from K = 0 to K = Kmax, where Kmax is the size of a cluster that covers the entire
road segment. Note that K = 0 and K = Kmax correspond to NHWY single-node clusters
and a single cluster containing NHWY nodes on average, respectively. Hence, the four
protocols at the two extreme limits of K behave as flat routing. The values at K = 0 and
K = Kmax are equivalent to the overhead of a flat routing that is used in the inter- and
intra- cluster routing, respectively. However, the difference in the total overhead between
the two extremes is due to the clustering overhead ψc. When the network is a cluster of
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Figure 5.3: Average total routing overhead in pkt/s for four generic non-overlapping
cluster-based routing protocols versus the cluster size (in hops) for R =
250m. The average overhead is normalized by the average number of
nodes. (a) low vehicle density with D = 15veh/km and (b) intermediate
vehicle density with D = 25veh/km and σ = 12D
size Kmax, the CH will flood a CH-Hello packet to an average of NHWY CMs, where each
CM replies with a CM-Hello packet. On the other hand, ψc for single-node clusters (at
K = 0) is equivalent to the Hello messaging overhead used in flat routing.
It is apparent that clustering reduces the total routing overhead from that in flat rout-
ing. For small clusters, the inter-cluster routing overhead is dominant, making E[ψrr]
closer to E[ψrp] than to the averages of the two other protocols, while for large clusters the
intracluster routing overhead is dominant, thus making E[ψrr] closer to E[ψpr]. This shows
the trade-off between the inter- and the intracluster routing overheads as the cluster size
increases. Hence, there exists a K∗ value at which the routing overhead becomes minimum.
However, when the node density increases, the increased number of nodes within a cluster
will result in a larger intracluster routing overhead. As a result, K∗ can change with node
density.
Figure 5.4(a) plots the cluster size K∗ that minimizes the average routing overhead
versus the vehicle density for the four different protocols, for disjoint clusters. The K∗
value is obtained using the low traffic flow calculations for densities < 26veh/km and the
intermediate traffic flow calculations for densities > 25veh/km. The standard deviation σ
is chosen to linearly decrease from 0.5µ to 0.3µ [1] with the increase of vehicle density (for
the intermediate model only). This is realistic since, as the density increases, the inter-
vehicle distance approaches a constant value. The K∗ value decreases when the density
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Figure 5.4: The cluster size K∗ that minimizes the routing overhead versus vehicle
density for R = 250meters when (a) lo = 0 (b) lo = l
∗
o.
increases for all the protocols. When we allow overlapping and find K∗ and l∗o that mini-
mize the average routing overhead using an exhaustive search, the average reactive-reactive
and the average reactive-proactive routing overheads are minimized with completely over-
lapping single-hop clusters (i.e., K∗ = 1, and l∗o = 0.5), regardless of the vehicle density.
On the other hand, both the average proactive-proactive and proactive-reactive routing
overheads are minimized with partially overlapping clusters when l∗o < 0.1, whereas K
∗
reduces with the vehicle density. Figure 5.4(b) plots the cluster size K∗ that minimizes
the average routing overhead versus the vehicle density for the four different protocols,
when the overlapping factor is l∗o. Although the overlapping gain (5.14) reduces the inter-
cluster reactive routing overhead, the increased number of clusters due to overlapping has a
stronger effect on the overhead for proactive inter-cluster routing protocols (by comparing
(5.5) with (5.6)). Therefore, only those protocols with reactive inter-cluster routing benefit
from complete overlap in reducing the average total overhead.
5.2 Impact of cluster instability on the routing over-
head
In this section, we focus on one of the four generic routing protocols discussed in the
previous section, which is reactive-proactive routing protocol. In a reactive intercluster
routing protocol, a route discovery process is triggered when a source node has data to
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send to a destination node outside of its cluster. The CHs and gateways are responsible
of broadcasting the route request packet. When generic proactive routing is used for
intracluster routing, every node has complete information of the cluster topology. This is
achieved by sharing local topology information with cluster nodes via the CH. The cluster
topology information is updated during the intracluster routing period whenever the local
neighbourhood of a CM changes due to mobility [78]. As a result, proactive intracluster
routing utilizes the local centralized management within the cluster, which is one of the
main advantages of the clustered structure. We assume that the nodes on the highway
are clustered by some clustering algorithm into possibly overlapping, single-hop clusters
(according to the results in Subsection 5.1.4). Under the assumption that all the nodes
have complete information about the network topology when the clusters are formed, we
focus on the portion of routing overhead that is inflicted only by mobility.
Consider the system model described in Chapter 2. We assume that nodes access
the control channel (CCH of the seven channels in the DSRC spectrum) according to a
time division multiple access (TDMA)-based MAC protocol, in which time is divided into
frames of constant duration τF seconds, and all nodes are synchronized to the beginning
of the time frame. Each frame is partitioned into equal-duration time slots. We assume
that the number of slots in the Hello-beaconing (Join-cluster) set is equal to the maximum
number of nodes in the cluster. The time slots in a frame are partitioned into the following
five sets [18, 29, 33]: i) two intercluster routing sets, in which route request (RREQ)
packets are broadcast among clusters; ii) a Hello-beaconing set in which nodes broadcast
their Hello messages to their one-hop neighbors; iii) an intracluster routing set, in which
nodes transmit their local topology update messages; and V) a Join-cluster set, during
which a newly arriving node transmit its Hello packet in order to join the cluster. Figure
5.5(a) illustrates the structure of the time frame. The time slots in the first intercluster
routing set are assigned to the two gateways of the cluster. The gateways use these slots
to relay RREQ packets, received from neighbouring clusters, to the CH. During the second
intercluster routing set, the CH transmits RREQ packets to its gateways which relay RREQ
packets to neighboring clusters. The CH builds a slot assignment table, which includes
the time slots assigned for each CM for both the Hello-beaconing and the intracluster
routing sets, and broadcasts it to its CMs during the CH Hello slot. Each cluster uses a
unique frame from the two different frames used by its neighbouring cluster. That is, the
time frame is reused every two clusters as illustrated in Figure 5.5(b)-(c). This is done
to avoid intercluster interference that may be caused when clusters overlap as discussed
in Appendix C.1. A cycle is the time period between two points in time that refer to the
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Figure 5.5: (a) Partitioning of a time frame into intercluster routing, Hello-
beaconing, intracluster routing, and Join-cluster sets. (b) Time division
into cycles each containing three consecutive frames. (c) Spatial reuse
of frames within one cycle. GWR and GWL are the right and the left
gateways of a cluster.
5.2.1 Intracluster routing overhead
At the beginning of the cluster’s time frame and in the Hello beaconing period, each CM
transmits its Hello message in the slot assigned by the CH. The CH assigns slots based
on its cluster topology information from the previous cycle. If a CM detects a change in
its local neighborhood during the cycle, the CM will broadcast a topology update message
during the intracluster routing set1. Let Ψintra,i be the intracluster routing overhead for
node i in packets per frame. The value of Ψintra,i depends on the node type. A node can
be one of four types: 1) CH; 2) CM if it belongs to one cluster; 3) common cluster member
(CCM), CM that belongs to two neighboring clusters; or 4) unclustered node (UN), if it
is positioned in the unclustered region between two non-overlapping clusters.
If the node is a CM that belongs to one cluster, Ψintra,i is either one or zero, depending
on whether or not the node’s local neighborhood changes during a cycle (of 3τF seconds).
Let PH be the probability that a CM’s local neighborhood changes during a cycle. A CM’s
neighborhood changes when i) a node leaves its neighborhood, leading to a disconnected
communication link from the node to the CM; or ii) a node enters the CM’s neighborhood,
establishing a new link between the node and the CM. Let TH be the time period between
1A CM detects a change in its neighborhood from the Hello beaconing period.
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two successive changes in the node’s one-hop neighborhood. The value of TH is equal to
the minimum of the first occurrence times for event i) and event ii). Event i) occurs when
the distance between the reference node and the hop edge node becomes larger than the
transmission range, i.e, when the sum of distance headways {Xi}NH−1i=0 becomes greater
than the transmission range, where NH is the number of nodes between the reference node
and the hop edge node. On the other hand, event ii) occurs when the sum of distance
headways of the set XH = {Xi}NHi=0 becomes less than the transmission range. Let FTH (m)
be the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of TH . FTH (m) can be calculated by imple-
menting first passage time analysis on a (NH+1)-dimensional Markov chain that represents









If the node is a CM that belongs to one cluster, Ψintra,i is either zero with probability 1−PH
or one packet per frame (pkt/f) with probability PH . Upon receiving the local topology
updates from its CMs, the CH updates the cluster topology information and broadcast
it to its CMs at the end of the intracluster set. Therefore, the effect of mobility on the
intracluster routing overhead can be measured by the number of topology update messages
per frame. At the end of the intracluster set, a CH broadcasts a cluster topology update if at
least one of its CMs and/or CCMs detects a change in their local neighborhood. Therefore,
for a CH with a total of n CMs and CCMs, Ψintra,i is either zero with probability (1−PH)n
or 1 pkt/f with probability 1− (1− PH)n. Due to vehicle mobility, neighboring CHs may
move apart from each other and the clusters may become disjoint, resulting in some CMs
to become unclustered. Unclustered nodes are left without service and, therefore, they
do not contribute to the intracluster routing overhead. When a node is unclustered, it
stops receiving CH hello messages. Upon receiving a CH-Hello message, an unclustered
node joins the cluster during the Join cluster period. The intracluster routing overhead
for a common cluster member is similar to that of an ordinary CM. In the absence of
mobility, two frames are sufficient to prevent intercluster interference. However, since an
extra third frame is allocated to prevent intercluster interference that is caused by common
cluster members, the Hello beaconing generated by the common cluster members between
neighboring clusters is also considered to be mobility-induced overhead. As a result, for a
CCM, Ψintra,i is either 1 pkt/f with probability 1− PH or 2 pkt/f with probability PH .
In a highly dynamic VANET, vehicles approach or move apart from one another, result-
ing in changes in the cluster structure. The time variations of the distance between neigh-
boring CHs, due to vehicle mobility, can cause the coverage ranges of the clusters to over-
lap or to become disjoint. During an overlapping/non-overlapping period, vehicles enter
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and leave the overlapping/unclustered region, resulting in a change in the number of com-
mon/unclustered nodes between neighboring clusters. The number of common/unclustered
nodes between neighboring clusters affects the intracluster routing overhead. In Section 4.3,
we investigate the system of two neighboring clusters in terms the change of the numbers
of common CMs and unclustered nodes between the two clusters along with the change in
the cluster-overlap state. Assume that every two neighboring clusters are independent and
have the same statistical behaviours. That is, Tov’s (Tnov’s/NUN ’s/N
′
CCMs) are i.i.d. for
all pairs of neighboring clusters. The steady-state pmf of the number of common cluster
members between neighboring clusters is approximated by a weighted geometric distribu-







and a weight ps = pov. The pmf of NCCM
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g, E[TIi], and cTIi are given in Section 4.3. The value of ps depends on the
the overlap-state between neighboring clusters. The steady-state pmf of the number of
unclustered nodes between two neighboring clusters, PNUN (n), is given by (5.24) with
weight ps = pnov.
Intracluster routing overhead per node
In this subsection, we investigate the intracluster routing overhead for a randomly chosen
node from the network. Since the intracluster routing overhead varies with the node
type, we first calculate the limiting probabilities of different node types in the network.
Let PCH , PCCM , PUN , and PCM denote the limiting probabilities of the randomly selected
node being a cluster head, a common cluster member, an unclustered node, and a cluster
member, respectively. Since the number of CHs do not change in the system, PCH =
NCH
NHWY
. The value of PCCM depends on the total number of common nodes in the network
which equals
∑NCH
i=1 NCCM and has a negative binomial distribution with parameters pg






















2pnovNCH(1− E[Tov ]E[Tnov ])
λ2gNHWY
. As a result, PCM = 1− NCHNHWY −
2NCH(1− E[Tov ]E[Tnov ])
λ2gNHWY
. The
intracluster routing overhead for a random node in the network is given by
Pψintra,i(m) =

PCM(1− PH) + PCHPHn + PUN , m = 0
PCMPH + PCH (1− PHn) + PCCM(1− PH), m = 1





i P (NCM = i)(1 − PH)i is the probability that none of the nodes in the
cluster detect a change in their one-hop neighborhood.
Total intracluster routing overhead of a random node sample
Suppose now we want to find the total intracluster routing overhead for n nodes randomly
sampled from the network, and denote this overhead by Ψintra,n. We assume that the sam-
pling probabilities are independent of the number of nodes sampled and they equal the node
type probabilities2. Each node from the n selected nodes contributes to the total overhead
by Ψintra,i pkt/f, i.e., either 0,1, or 2 pkt/f. Let AΨintra,n = {(a0(i), a1(i), a2(i))}
|AΨintra,n |
i=1
be a matrix of three columns, where each row represents a possible number of occurrences
of overhead 0,1, or 2 pkt/f for the n sampled nodes. That is, a2(i) nodes from the n
nodes contribute 2 pkt/f to the total overhead, with
∑2
j=0 aj(i) = n∀i. The sequence
(a0(i), a1(i), a2(i)) is a 3-restricted ordered integer partition of a positive integer n. Here
we allow the part to be zero. An ordered 3-restricted integer partition of an integer n is
an integer partition of n into exactly 3 parts. Therefore, AΨintra,n is a set of all possible
3-restricted ordered integer partitions of n, where aj(i), 0 ≤ j ≤ 2, is the jth part of the ith





is the total number of
such partitions, i.e., the number of rows in AΨintra,n . The probability of occurrence of rows
in AΨintra,n follows a multinomial distribution with parameters n, PΨintra,i(0), PΨintra,i(1),
and PΨintra,i(2). The cdf of total overhead for n nodes selected randomly from the network











]aj(i) , 0 ≤ m ≤ 2n (5.27)
2This is true only when the number of clusters is large relative to the number of sampled nodes.
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e, m < n
d2n−m+1
2
e, m ≥ n.
(5.28)
5.2.2 Intercluster routing overhead
In this section, we analyze the impact of vehicle mobility on the intercluster routing over-
head. When a reactive intercluster routing protocol is used, only if the source and destina-
tion are in different clusters, a route discovery process is initiated. The CHs and gateways
are responsible for disseminating the route request packet during the intercluster routing
sets. When the destination is found, the route information (sent back to the source node)
is composed of local cluster membership information of each cluster on the route. The data
packets are then forwarded according to local topology information within each cluster on
the route towards the destination cluster. Every CM maintains its cluster’s topology map.
The local cluster membership information changes whenever a node leaves or enters the
cluster.
Let L denote the route length between a source-destination pair, in terms of number of
clusters and Ψinter the intercluster routing overhead per route request measured in pack-
ets3. As discussed in Subsection 5.1.1, the number of packets needed to broadcast a packet
from one CH to a neighboring CH, ΦCH , depend of the cluster-overlap state. When two
neighboring CH overlap and share common cluster members, ΦCH = 2 packets. On the
other hand, ΦCH = 3 packets when the two clusters are disjoint and the clusters’ gateways
are one-hop neighbors. After clusters are initially formed, the clusters are connected via
gateways. However, due to vehicle mobility, clusters may move apart from each other
resulting in the breakage of the link between the two gateways and, therefore, the two
clusters become disconnected. Here, vehicle mobility imposes changes in route availabil-
ity and cluster overlap state along the route, affecting the intercluster routing overhead.
Consider two neighboring disjoint clusters in a connected network. The clusters’ gateways
are connected if and only if the distance between them is less than the transmission range.
Let NE be the number of nodes between the two gateways. Let XNE denote the system of
distance headways between the two gateways. The time variations of XNE can be repre-
sented as a lumped Markov chain with a transition matrix M̃E (Theorem 1 in Section 4.1).
3Since disseminating the RREQ depends on the sequential delivery to the next relay node, we calculate
the intercluster routing overhead in terms of packets. The spatial reuse of the time frame is irrelevant in
this case.
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Two neighboring clusters are connected if they overlap or if their gateways are connected.
According to corollary 1 (in Section 4.1, the probability that two neighbouring clusters are
connected via gateways is given by
PE = pov +
NUN,max∑
n=1





where NUN,max is the maximum number of unclustered nodes between two neighboring
cluster4 and fi,n+1 is the steady-state probability that the system of n + 1 distance
headways, Xn+1, is in lumped state Ωi ∈ ΩR, where ΩR is a set of lumped states, s.t.
Ωi{s0, s2, . . . , sn} ∈ ΩR, s.t.
∑n
i=0 si ≤ NR. The steady-state distribution, fi,n+1, is a
multinomial distribution with parameters n + 1 and the stationary distribution of one-
dimensional Markov chain X (corollary 2 in Section 4.1).
Reactive routing protocols may utilize a caching process, during which past discovered
routes are stored in node’s cache and used whenever the node needs to send data to
the same destination. However, the dynamic topological changes in VANETs can lead
to invalid caches. For example, in DSR/AODV protocol [49], a route error message is
sent in the direction of the source to eliminate the invalid cache entries, when a link in
a cached route is broken [49]. As a result, only when a cache is invalid a route discovery
process is triggered5. Let τL denote the time interval between successive route requests
of the same source-destination pairs. The probability that a route of length L clusters
is cached is given by Pche = (1− FTCM (τL))
L, where TCM is the time interval between
successive changes in cluster membership and is given by (4.12). When a source node
requests a route that is not cached, a route discovery process is triggered. At the end of
the time frame, an RREQ is broadcasted to the gateway node within the source cluster
during the second intercluster routing set. If the gateway is connected to the neighboring
cluster’s gateway/CH, it forwards the RREQ to the neighboring cluster; otherwise, a route
to the destination is not found. The RREQ propagation continues to the next cluster
with probability PE, and the total intercluster routing overhead increases by 3 packets or
2 packets with probabilities PC0 and 1 − PC0, respectively. This can be illustrated by a
probabilistic rooted tree starting at the root node representing the source cluster as shown
in Figure 5.6. Each tree-node represents the number of packets that can be added to the
total intercluster routing overhead. A link between a parent tree-node and a child tree-
4We assume that the value of 1− FNUN (NUN,max) is negligible




































Figure 5.6: An illustration of the intercluster routing overhead for a route of length
L. The route discovery process halts when two neighbouring clusters are
disconnected with probability 1− PE.
node is weighted by the probability of reaching the child tree-node given that the sample
path (or realization) passed through the parent tree-node. The depth of the tree increases
with probability PE. When the tree hits a tree-node with value zero, the route does not
exist. The height of the tree can be at most L. A leaf-node is a node that the tree stops,
i.e., a tree-node with a value zero or a tree-node at depth L. To find the distribution of
the intercluster routing overhead for a route of length-L clusters, Ψinter, the occurrence
probabilities of all possible sample paths from the root node to every leaf node in the tree
need to be found. The occurrence probability of a sample path is the product its links’
weights. The length of the path from the root node to a leaf node follows a truncated




, 0 ≤ l ≤ L− 1. (5.30)
For a path of length l, the number of tree-nodes of value 3 follow a binomial distribution
with parameters l and PC0. The minimum and the maximum total routing overhead
resulting from a path of length l are 2l and 3l, respectively. Let Bm be a matrix of two
columns. The elements in row {bm,1(i), bm,2(i)} represent the frequencies of parts 2 and
3, respectively, in the ith integer partition of m into at most L parts, where each part is
either 2 or 3. The pmf of the intercluster routing overhead per route request of length-L
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clusters is given by
PΨinter(m) =


















e+1), 2 ≤ m < 3L
0, otherwise.
(5.31)
The vehicle mobility effect on the intercluster routing overhead is conveyed in Pche, PLf ,
and PC0.
5.2.3 Numerical results and Discussion
This section presents numerical results for the analysis of the proposed cluster-based rout-
ing overhead. Consider a connected VANET with an intermediate vehicle density of 26
vehicles per kilometer [1] and transmission range R of 160 meters. For the initial clusters,
we use a simple weighted clustering algorithm, where CHs are chosen with the minimum
average relative speed to its one-hop neighbors, such that each vehicle belongs to a cluster
and no two CHs are one-hop neighbors (i.e., similar to the use of mobility information for
clustering in [12, 22]). The vehicle speeds are i.i.d. and are normally distributed with mean
100 kilometer per hour and standard deviation of 10 kilometesetr per hour [1]. The param-
eters of the limiting behavior of the overlapping/non-overlapping period and the number
of common/unclustered nodes are set according to the results in [53] and listed in Table
5.1. Table 5.1 also lists the parameters of the Markov-chain distance headyway model and
the transition probabilities which are tuned according to the results in [51]. Based on these
parameters, we generate time series of distance headway data according to the microscopic
mobility model, using MATLAB. Each simulation consists of 20,000 iterations.
Table 5.1: System parameters in simulation and analysis of Chapter 5
Parameter value Parameter value
R (meter) 160 NCH 120
τF 1 [79] τ 2
Nmax 9 NHWY 962
E[TIo] 0.71 E[TIi] 0.71
E[Tnov] 38.52 E[Tov] 12.61
c2TIi 5.35 PC0 0.86
PH 0.28 PU0 0.57
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Figure 5.7: The pmfs of (a) the intracluster routing overhead for a random node
Ψintra,i and (b) the total intracluster routing overhead for n = 10 nodes
sampled randomly from the network, Ψintra,n.
Figure 5.7 (a) plots the probability distribution of intracluster routing overhead per
node, PΨintra,i . The theoretical value of PΨintra,i is calculated using (5.23)-(5.26). The simu-
lation value of PΨintra,i is calculated using frequency count by taking into consideration the
type of nodes in the cluster and the frame ID to access the network. Figure 5.7 (b) plots the
intracluster routing overhead for n = 10 nodes randomly selected from the network. The
results from the theoretical calculation have close agreement with the simulation results.
Note that the theoretical calculation is based on the independent sampling probability. As
a result, the proximity between theoretical and simulation results increases as the number
of vehicles sampled from the network decreases relative to the number of clusters in the
network.
Figure 5.8 plots the pmf of the intercluster routing overhead for a route of length L = 20
clusters. The irregular shape of the pmf, PΨinter , is due to the difference in the value of ΦCH
from one cluster to another along the route and the link availability due to vehicle mobility.
Consider a clustering algorithm that forms connected overlapping clusters. Without the
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Figure 5.8: The pmf of the intercluster routing overhead for a route of length L = 20.
mobility effect, the intercluster routing overhead for a route of length L is equal to 2L,
since PC0 = 0 and PE = 1. However, due to vehicle mobility, the cluster overlap state
can change and so can the connectivity of the clusters. As a result, the availability of the
cluster-level route and the value of ΦCH between neighboring clusters change over time.
Moreover, if PE = 1, i.e., there is always a route of length L to the destination, the shape
of the pmf PΨinter becomes regular.
The intracluster routing overhead results show that the increase in the total overhead
due to common cluster members is low. As a result, we can infer that two time frames can
be made sufficient for the medium access of nodes (e.g., the use of spatial node assignment
method [29]). The probability distributions of Ψintra,i and Ψinter, derived in this work,
provide measures for the impact of cluster instability on the routing overhead. They can be
used to determine the size of the intracluster routing set in the time frame are to determine
whether slot allocation should be contention-free or contention-based. Additionally, the
cache timeout period can be chosen such that the probability of using an out-of-date route
information is less than a desired probability threshold [49].
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5.3 Summary
In this chapter, the impact of cluster structure and vehicle mobility on generic routing
overhead is analyzed. The first part of this chapter presents a preliminary investigation on
the impact of cluster structure in terms of cluster size and cluster-overlap on the average
routing overhead when the network is stationary. Numerical results show the tradeoff
between having smaller clusters and fewer clusters. For disjoint clusters, the cluster size
that minimizes the overhead decreases when the density increases. However, when clusters
are allowed to overlap, single-hop clusters minimize the routing overhead when reactive
routing is used for intercluster routing strategy.
Considering a VANET that is clustered into possibly overlapping single-hop clusters at
the cluster formation stage. The second part of this chapter presents a stochastic analysis
of cluster instability impact on reactive-proactive routing overhead. These analysis are
concerned with the impact of microscopic vehicle mobility on the cluster-based routing
overhead, after cluster formation. The probability distributions of the rates of change in
cluster membership and cluster-overlap state are utilized as measures of cluster instability.
The limiting probability distributions of the numbers of common and unclustered nodes
between neighboring clusters are used to determine the probabilities of four node types,
which are then used to calculate the probability distribution of the proactive intracluster
routing overhead for a single node and that for n randomly selected nodes from the network.
Additionally, the intercluster routing overhead per route request is represented as a rooted
tree from which its probability distibution is derived. The probability distributions for the
cluster-based routing overhead can be helpful in the development of efficient cluster-based
routing protocols for VANETs.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future work
6.1 Conclusions
VANETs are promising additions to our future intelligent transportation systems, which
support various safety and infotainment applications. Recent years have witnessed exten-
sive R&D activities world wide from auto companies, academics, and government agencies
that have been working to develop VANETs on the transport infrastructure. VANETs
are prone to large number of nodes, traffic jams, and variable traffic density. As a result,
the network protocols designed for VANETs should be scalable. Node clustering is a po-
tential approach to enhance scalability of network protocols in VANETs. However, the
highly dynamic nature of VANETs imposes new challenges on forming and maintaining
node clusters. The movements of vehicles with high and variable speeds cause frequent
changes in the network topology, which increase the clustering cost. The main objective
of this research is to study the effectiveness of node clustering for VANETs. To achieve
the objective, this thesis presents stochastic analysis of node cluster stability in a highway
VANET.
Due to vehicle mobility, communication links between network nodes switch between
connection and disconnection. The change in VANET topology, caused by vehicle mobility,
is a major contributor to cluster instability. To capture the changes in VANET topology,
the communication link length and its lifetime are analyzed. A microscopic vehicle mobility
model is proposed that describes the time variations of a distance headway. It models the
distance headway as a discrete-time Markov chain that preserves the realistic dependency
of distance headway changes at consecutive time steps. This dependency is consistent with
highway traffic patterns from empirical NGSIM and simulated VISSIM data sets. The
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proposed mobility model is a promising candidate vehicle mobility model to be utilized for
traceable mathematical analysis in VANETs. The microscopic mobility model is used to
analyze the communication link lifetime between a reference node and its hop edge node.
Results indicate that on average, congested traffic flow conditions can cause communication
links to break faster than in free traffic flow conditions.
The node cluster stability model characterizes two cluster stability metrics: the change
rate in the overlap state between neighboring clusters as a measure of external cluster sta-
bility and the change rate in cluster-membership as a measure of internal cluster stability.
The proposed microscopic mobility model is mapped into a lumped mobility model that de-
scribes the mobility of a group of vehicles. The proposed lumped mobility model facilitates
the calculation of the probability distributions of the cluster stability metrics for a large
number of vehicles within a cluster (or between two neighboring CHs). Additionally, the
system of two neighboring clusters is investigated in terms of the change in the numbers of
common CMs and unclustered nodes between the two clusters along with the change in the
cluster-overlap state. The limiting behavior of this system is approximately characterized
by a simple quantitative measure of the steady-state external cluster stability.
As an application of node clustering, a clustered VANET creates a virtual backbone
that can be made responsible for the discovery and maintenance of routing paths, thus lim-
iting the amount of control signalling overhead of routing protocols. The impact of cluster
characteristics (cluster size and cluster overlap state) on the average routing overhead is
analyzed. Results show a tradeoff between having smaller clusters and fewer clusters. Ad-
ditionally, the cluster characteristics that minimize the average routing overhead are found
to be dependent on the node density and/or the strategy used for inter- and intra- cluster
routing. Furthermore, clusters formed with a structure that minimizes the routing over-
head for a stationary network are considered. Then, the impact of the cluster instability,
inflicted by node mobility, on the routing overhead is analyzed using the proposed cluster
stability metrics. While the clusters can be initially formed to minimize the routing over-
head, node mobility can change the originally formed clusters. The variation of clusters
over time increase the control overhead and thus need to be taken into account.
The results of this research will help to develop guidelines for node clustering design
in VANETs.
Firstly, the cluster stability analysis is a candidate tool for evaluating proposed clus-
tering algorithms for VANETs. Given the distribution of the initial clusters formed by
a clustering algorithm, the probability distributions of the cluster stability measures in
terms of the cluster’s relation with its CMs and its relation with neighboring clusters can
be found. Secondly, the probability distributions derived for the proposed cluster stability
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measures can be utilized for efficient parametrization of clustering algorithms for VANETs.
For example, the distribution of the cluster-overlapping period can be utilized to dynami-
cally choose the value of the time threshold used to avoid frequent merging and splitting of
neighbouring clusters in VANETs [12, 15, 36]. The time period between successive cluster-
membership changes provides a lower bound on the cluster-membership duration. This can
be used to choose the time threshold value that determines when an unclustered node can
create its own cluster after it has disconnected from its CH, thus minimizing re-clustering
frequency [12, 15, 36]. Thirdly, the analysis of the impact of cluster instability on generic
routing overhead can be utilized to determine the effectiveness of node clustering for rout-
ing in VANETs. This can be done by comparing the control overhead of a flat routing
protocol with that of a cluster-based routing.
Despite the simplicity of the system model considered in this thesis, the results can
be utilized for more general systems. The thesis focuses on vehicle traffic flow in one
direction only. However, this is applicable to most clustering algorithms in the VANET
literature. To enhance cluster stability, only vehicles moving in the same direction can be
clustered together [12, 23]. Clusters on a single direction highway can be utilized for safety
applications. For example, when a sudden break or an accident occurs, safety messages
are generated by the source vehicle. Using the cluster backbone nodes, the safety message
is disseminated upstream to vehicles travelling in the same direction as the source vehicle
[80, 81]. In this case, the safety messages are only relevant to vehicles travelling in the
same direction as they are in the danger zone. Although this thesis focuses on a single
lane only, the lane is considered to be from a multi-lane highway. Therefore, the results of
this thesis account for the majority of highway traffic scenarios in reality, rather than the
limited case of a single lane highway.
This research has mainly addressed the effect of vehicle mobility, in terms of chang-
ing intervehicle distance headways over time, on communication link lifetime, on the ex-
ternal/internal cluster stability measures, and on cluster-based routing overhead. The
resulting analyses of this research can still be insightful in the early stages of VANET im-
plementation, i.e., when the penetration rate of the V2V technology is low. This is because
the effect of mobility is independent of the penetration rate of the V2V technology. For
example, the communication link between two equipped vehicles separated by a number
of non-equipped vehicles is the same as that calculated in Chapter 3.
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6.2 Future research direction
Our communication link analysis (and, therefore, the node cluster stability model) depends
only on the link distance. In reality, the communication link between two nodes depends
not only on the distance between the two nodes, but also on the communication channel
condition. Although the distance between two nodes may be less than the communication
range, poor channel conditions can result in inability of the two nodes to communicate.
Both vehicle mobility and vehicle density affect the communication channel conditions.
Additionally, as the vehicle density increases to a traffic jam situation, the network data
load increases. In this case, the communication between two nodes (and, therefore, the
link lifetime) is controlled by the network data traffic congestion rather than by vehicle
mobility. Extending our communication link analysis to account for the communication
channel condition and the network data load needs further investigation.
To date, VANET analysis and protocol design are mainly based on vehicle mobility
models and/or vehicle traffic patterns on urban roads and highways, irrespective of the
communication effect on the vehicle traffic. How VANETs implementation affect the vehicle
traffic patterns and how to account for the changes in vehicle traffic pattern in the protocol
design is an important research topic.
In the first part of our cluster-based routing overhead analysis, the cluster structure
that minimizes the routing overhead is investigated for a stationary network. In the second
part, the cluster instability impact on the routing overhead is analyzed based on initial
clusters with structure from results of the first part. An effective cluster structure should
take account of both costs at the same time. One promising node clustering algorithm
for VANETs is evolutionary clustering, that aims to optimize a combination of a snapshot
quality and a temporal smoothness cost.
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Appendix A
A.1 Hop length distribution for intermediate vehicle
density
































From (3.3), we have
FH(h) =










































[fX(R−h)γ(z, λ(h−α))+fX(h)Γ(z, λ(R−h−α))], α ≤ h < R−α.
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Appendix B
B.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Let MN = {MN(Si, Sj)}, 0 ≤ Si, Sj ≤ NNmax − 1, be the transition matrix of the N -
dimensional Markov chain that represents the system of N independent copies of the
1-dimensional Markov chain, X, with transition matrix M = {M(ui, uj)}, 0 ≤ ui, uj ≤
Nmax− 1. A discrete-time Markov chain with stochastic transition matrix MN is lumpable
with respect to the partition Ω if and only if, for any subsets Ωi and Ωj in the partition,






Consider the left hand side (LHS) of (B.1). Since X is a birth-death process, the super
state S1 = (u0, u1, . . . , uN−1), 0 ≤ ui ≤ Nmax − 1, can transit to any super state in set
A = {(u′0, u′1, . . . , u′N−1)}, where state u′i ∈ {ui−1, ui, ui+1}, i.e., |A| ≤ 3Nmax . Let subsets




Similarly, for the right hand side (RHS) of (B.1), the super state S2 = (v0, v1, . . . , vN−1),
0 ≤ vi ≤ Nmax − 1, can transit to any super state in set B = {(v′0, v′1, . . . , v′N−1)}, where
state v′i ∈ {vi − 1, vi, vi + 1}, i.e., |B| ≤ 3Nmax . Let subsets Bi = B ∩Ωi and Bj = B ∩Ωj.
Since MN(S2, S) = 0 ∀S 6∈ B, the RHS of (B.1) reduces to
∑
S∈Bj MN(S2, S).
Consider two sequences, Si and Sj, that are permutations of each other, and define
%(Si, Oij) = Sj to be the permutation operator on sequence Si under index order Oij that
gives Sj, i.e., Sj = (Si(Oij(k)))
|Sj |
k=1. For example, if Si = (1, 0, 2) and Sj = (0, 2, 1), then
Oij = (2, 3, 1).
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1, . . . , u
′





i). Since S1, S2 ∈ Ωi, there exists an index order O12, s.t. %(S1, O12) = S2.












). Since the product operation is
commutative, we have MN(S2, S
′
2) = MN(S1, S
′
1). In general, ∀S1, S2 ∈ Ωi s.t.%(S1, O12) =
S2 and ∀S ′1 ∈ Aj, ∃S ′2 ∈ Bj s.t.S ′2 = %(S ′1, O12) and MN(S2, S ′2) = MN(S1, S ′1). Hence,∑
S∈Aj MN(S1, S) =
∑
S∈Bj MN(S2, S), which ends the proof.
B.2 Proof of Corollary 1
Consider the tri-diagonal probability transition matrix of the Markov chain, X, as described




















. Consider the ith lumped state Ωi = {s0, s1, . . . , sN}.
Let ND be the number of distinct states in {s0, s1, . . . , sN−1} in which (u1, u2, . . . uND) and
(nu1 , nu2 , . . . , nND) are the sequences of distinct states and their corresponding frequencies,
respectively, where 0 ≤ ui ≤ Nmax − 1 and
∑ND
i=1 nui = N . Note that the size of the
lumped state is equal to the number of super states that are permutations of each other,
i.e., 1 ≤ |Ωi| ≤ N !, 0 ≤ i ≤ NL − 1. Therefore, the lumped states result from all possible
outcomes of choosing N states from Nmax different states independently, where choosing
state si has the probability πi, 0 ≤ si ≤ Nmax− 1. This is a generalization of the Bernoulli









That is, the stationary distribution of the lumped Markov chain is multi-nomial, which
ends the proof.
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B.3 Proof of Corollary 2
Let the lumped state Ωj = {s0, s1, . . . , sN−1} be a lumped state such that, if the system
enters this state, the event of interest occurs. Then, {s0, s1, . . . , sN} is an N -restricted
integer partition of an integer that is greater than or equal to Nth. In combinatorics, an
integer partition of a positive integer n is a set of positive integers whose sum equals n.
Each member of the set is called a part. An N -restricted integer partition of an integer n is
an integer partition of n into exactly N parts. Therefore, ∀Ωj = {s0, s1, . . . , sN−1} ∈ ΩOV ,
{s0, s1, . . . , sN−1} is an integer partition of an integer that is less than Nth. Since, an integer
Nth can be partitioned into at most Nth parts (i.e. when all the parts equal to one) and the
order of the N states in the lumped state is not important, the number of lumped states
∈ ΩOV when N > Nth is equal to that when N = Nth. Notice that Corollary.2 applies only
on the lumped Markov chain and not the original N -dimensional one. This ends the proof.
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Figure B.1: The pmf of the time
period between succes-
sive cluster-membership
changes with vehicle den-
sity (a)D = 9 , (b) D = 26,
and (b) D = 42 veh/km.
Figure B.2: The pmf of the cluster-
non-overlapping time pe-
riod with vehicle density
(a) D = 9, (b) D = 26, and
(c) D = 42 veh/km.
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Appendix C
C.1 Intercluster interference due to cluster-overlap
A node broadcasts its Hello message during the Hello-beaconing set. Nodes within two
hops from each other should be allocated different time slots. This is done to ensure that
all the nodes within a node’s one hop neighborhood receive the Hello message successfully.
CMs of the same cluster are insured to be allocated different time slots by the CH. However,
a strategy for avoiding intercluster interference should be adopted. Consider two disjoint
neighboring clusters (cluster 1 and cluster 2 in Figure C.1) that are assigned the same time
frame. One way to reduce intercluster interference is to use spatial slot assignment method
[29]. In this method, the time slots in the Hello-beaconing set are further partitioned into
a left set and a right set. The time slots of the left and the right Hello-beaconing set are
spatially sorted and are assigned by the CH according to the CMs’ positions [29]. However,
this does not insure collision-free broadcasts. For example, if cluster 1 assigns a CM on its
left the same slot assigned by cluster 2 to its left hop edge node, collision may occur at a
node located in the right side of the cluster 1. Therefore, atleast two frames are required
to ensure collision-free Hello message broadcast.
Consider three consecutive overlapping clusters (cluster 2, cluster 3, and cluster 4 in
Figure C.1, and consider two frames assigned to neighboring clusters, as illustrated in the
figure. Furthermore, assume that the spatial slot assignment method [29] is implemented.
When overlapping between clusters increase, collision may still occur. This is illustrated
in Figure C.1. If node B is allocated the same time slot in Frame 2 (by cluster 4) as node
A (by cluster 2), a collision will occur at node C. It should also be noted that the spatial
slot assignment method is sensitive to the positions of vehicles with respect to the CH
and within the same side of the cluster. This makes the slot assignment method prone to





Frame 2 Frame 2






Figure C.1: Illustration of intercluster interference that may be caused when clusters
overlap. Collision occurs at node C, when node A and B are allocated
the same time slot during the Hello-beaconing set.
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